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Archaeological investigations of sites U14/1972, U14/3218 and 
U14/3235, Rowesdale, Tauranga: final report 

 

Summary 

During February and March 2005 archaeological investigations were undertaken at three sites 
in the Rowesdale residential subdivision, Tauranga: U14/1972, U14/3218 and U14/3235. 

U14/1972 was a an eroding shell midden located on a steep bank. It was trenched with a 
backhoe, examined in profile and a shell sample was taken. 

U14/3218 consisted of two separate clusters of features as well as three isolated pits. The 
eastern pit cluster consisted of 16 pits, many of them intercutting, representing as many as 6 
phases of pit constructional and at least two speared occupations. The palisaded site 
contained 68 pits, two definite house outlines, hints of several other houses, 9 earth ovens and 
567 postholes, 224 of which defined an extensive palisade along the north and east sides of the 
site. While several phases of pit construction are apparent, they form part of a single 
occupation. Not all of the site was excavated and it is presumed that the south and west sides 
of the palisade remain in situ. Isolated pits consisted of two quite large pits and a bell shaped 
rua. 

U14/3235 was uncovered by heavy machinery during earthworks. It contained 34 pits and, in 
the north east corner, 3 house outlines and 12 earth ovens or remnant oven scoops. It also 
contained a large pit with 2 lines of 5 postholes in the base. Two phases of pit and house 
construction could be seen, relating to a single episode of occupation. 

The five houses excavated are the first such structures found in the Waimapu Valley, and 
demonstrate the variation in house construction. The palisade is also the first feature of its 
kind in the area. It is proposed that some of the larger pits and the palisade are evidence of 
wealth display, markers to advertise claims to the land, and community and individual status, 
though this status may not be particularly high. 

Few artefacts were found, but the obsidian from the palisaded site indicated a range of 
activities, including preparing flax and working wood or bone. 

Little midden was recovered, though any midden near the surface may have been ploughed 
out in historic times. The midden indicated small scale marine exploitation. 

Environmental analysis (microfossil and charcoal) indicated some disturbance of the 
vegetation prior to occupation, with further disturbance during occupation but stands of 
regenerating forest nearby providing firewood. 

The sites were dated to AD 1450–1650, which is typical of the Waimapu. What preceded or 
followed this brief 200 year occupation is not currently clear. 

The sites show a range of occupations, from semi-permanent villages (the palisaded site), to 
intensive short term occupations (U14/3235) to isolated kumara storage (U14/3218 Feature 
21, the rua). These excavations are an important part of our growing understanding of the 
pre-European history of the Waimapu and the western Bay of Plenty in general. 
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Introduction 

Between 8 and 9 February, and 28 February and 11 March, 2005 an archaeological mitigation 
excavation was undertaken at sites U14/1972, U14/3218 and U14/3235, Rowesdale 
Development Stage 6, Oahuiti, Tauranga (Lot 115 DPS328573), under the terms of Authority 
2005/131 issued by the New Zealand Historic Places Trust under Section 14 of the Historic 
Places Act 1993. Rowesdale is being developed as a residential subdivision. Site U14/1972 was 
first recorded in 1984 by a student group under the direction of Bruce McFadgen, and 
revisited in 2002 during the New Zealand Archaeological Association site upgrade project. In 
2004 Matthew Campbell again visited the site as part of the archaeological assessment of 
effects of the proposed development. At the same time site U14/3218 was recorded (Campbell 
2004a). In early February 2005 further features close by the recorded part of U14/3218 were 
uncovered by heavy machinery during preliminary earthworks; these may be regarded as part 
of U14/3218. All further earthmoving in the vicinity was halted until the archaeological 
investigation could be carried out, initially in that part of the site where further earthworks 
were scheduled immediately. Site U14/1972 was investigated at the same time. The remainder 
of the site was scheduled for investigation later in the month. In the interim site U14/3235 was 
uncovered, and this was also investigated at the same time. 

Methodology 

The exposed surfaces of sites uncovered by heavy machinery were cleaned down with shovels 
to define the features. On the basis of what then became visible suitable strategies were 
devised to investigate a sufficient sample of each site. These strategies included a fairly 
complete excavation of the eastern pit cluster at U14/3218 (the first of the sites to be 
investigated); investigation of some pits, including one significantly large pit, and the houses 
at U14/3235; and investigation of some pits while concentrating on the palisade and large 
house at the U14/3218 palisaded site. Most pits that were excavated were fully excavated, but 
some were only excavated in part-section. Houses and the northern line of the palisade were 
fully excavated. Midden samples were taken where appropriate, with each being the same 
volume (5 litres) to allow for comparison between samples. 

Features were cleaned down by hand and mapped at a scale of 1:50. Control points on the 
plans were located with differentially corrected GPS. Because of the large number of features 
in the palisaded site these were mapped using a robotic total station Leica 1200. The plans 
were then tied in to the development site plan (Figure 1). Each feature was given a feature 
number unique to each site, e.g., U14/3218 Pit 381. Features were photographed before, 
during and after excavation with a digital camera. These images are included on the CD that 
accompanies this report. 

The archaeology of each site is described separately below, followed by the combined post-
excavation analyses (midden, stone, environment, radiocarbon dating, etc.). 

Research design 

A series of archaeological investigations recently undertaken in the Waimapu Valley are 
beginning to demonstrate the importance of the area in our developing understanding of the 
prehistory of the Western Bay of Plenty. Settlement seems to have taken place quite early, at 
around AD 1450. Research so far has been limited, and many questions remain unanswered 
regarding the Waimapu. Most sites investigated to date have been either midden or pit sites,  

Matthew Campbell CHM 

                                                      

1 Numbering begins at 1 for each site. For ease of description pit features are referred to as, for instance, Pit 38; 
this is equivalent to Feature 38. In some tables this may be abbreviated to F38. 
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Figure 1. Location of sites U14/1972, U14/3218 and U14/3235 within the Rowesdale 
development, and location of the development area (insert). 

and occupation sites and garden sites are not well known. Developing an understanding of 
occupation was seen as a priority for research at this stage, in particular whether it consisted 
of seasonal occupations, a series of short term occupations or semi-permanent villages. Other 
research themes included: the relationship between the various kinds of recorded sites and the 
natural environment; the relationship between Waimapu and Papamoa, which is another 
focus of modern development and associated archaeological investigation, as well as the wider 
region; and the origin and duration of this occupation. While these are important topics of 
research, they were not given priority during the current investigation. Future research will 
seek to address them more closely. Finding answers for these questions will allow us to begin 
to place the Waimapu in a wider context of the historical development of pre-European 
Maori society. 

The research design also noted that U14/1969, which is an extensive pit, terrace and midden 
site located close by U14/3218, will be destroyed during future stages of planned development. 
This is a larger site than any of the others, and it was intended that the current investigations 
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would be less intensive than those planned for U14/1969. These future investigations will also 
be guided by the results of the investigations of U14/1972, U14/3218 and U14/3235. 

U14/1972 

This site was a midden located over a 100 m stretch of a steep south facing slope (close to 1:1) 
leading down to a stream at the southern edge of the development area. Two main 
concentrations of midden were visible on the surface: one 30 x 30 m and up to 250 mm thick, 
the other 5 x 10 m and up to 100 mm thick (Campbell 2004a). A large obsidian flake was 
picked up from the surface during the assessment survey and two further flakes during 
excavation. It was evident that the midden was quite disturbed, both by virtue of the steepness 
of the slope and by stock trampling. Accordingly it was decided to put a trench through what 
appeared to be the densest part of the midden, down the slope, with a 14 tonne backhoe 
equipped with a 2000 mm weed bucket. A small lens of intact midden was found, roughly 1 m 
in length and 200 mm deep, about 3.5 m below the top of the slope (Figure 2). A 5 litre 
sample of midden was taken for faunal analysis and radiocarbon dating (see below, pages 32 
and 44). 

 

Figure 2. Backhoe trench through midden U14/1972, the intact portion is next to the 1 m photo 
scale. 

U14/3218 

The site was originally recorded during the archaeological assessment (Campbell 2004a) as 
two patches of midden and five uncertain terraces, all obscured by ploughing. To date 88 pits, 
three houses, an extensive palisade and various other features have been uncovered beneath 
the plough zone, with more of the site outside the current development area still not 
investigated. The site fell into three distinct areas which almost certainly represent two, and 
probably more, distinct occupations—they should really be regarded as separate sites though 
for convenience they share a site number. Even so, feature numbering is consistent across the 
whole site. These three are described separately here. 
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The eastern pit cluster 

This was the area first excavated prior to the main investigation. 18 pits were uncovered by 
the motor-scrapers and subsequently the surface was cleaned down with a 14 tonne backhoe 
equipped with a 2000 mm weed bucket. Most of these pits were excavated by hand, though 
some were only excavated in half section. At least two phases of occupation are apparent here, 
based on the alignments of the pits—these do not seem to be directly related, though it would 
seem likely that whoever constructed the first set of pits also constructed the other. Each of 
these phases has apparent sub-phases, and there are also other pits that do not fit into this 
phasing (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. Plan of U14/3218, eastern pit cluster. 

Pits 1–5 

The five westernmost pits were aligned more north east–south west than the main body of 
pits, which were individually aligned more east–west, with the group as a whole aligned 
north–south (Figure 3). Two of these, Pits 2 and 3, were ovoid in plan, measuring 400 x 350 x 
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120 mm deep and 450 x 350 x 100 mm deep respectively2—though too large to be considered 
post holes they may not be pits by any standard definition and their function is unclear. 

Pit 1 measured 1350 x 1300 mm in plan and was 320 mm deep. Shell midden could be 
observed in the machined surface and it was decided to excavate the pit in half section in 
order to examine the fill, and associated midden, in profile (Figure 4). The pit fill consisted of 
shallow, dished layers of fairly clean soil, topsoil and midden, indicating that it had been left 
open once it ceased to be used, and the various layers had built up over time. Much of this 
filling process would have resulted from erosion of the top of the open pit, though the full 
depth of the pit has been truncated by ploughing and earthworks and these eroded edges 
could no longer be observed. The midden, then, may relate to a later occupation. Also, the 
presence of midden this close to the surface indicates that much more midden may have been 
present prior to being disturbed, scattered and destroyed by historic period ploughing. Pit 1 
was the only excavated pit that had been left open rather than deliberately filled. The shell 
midden may have been placed there deliberately to complete the process of filling the pit. One 
posthole was excavated in the floor of the pit, somewhat off centre, and measuring 180 x 170 
mm and 1300 mm deep. A 5 litre sample of midden was taken for faunal analysis and 
radiocarbon dating. 

Pits 4 and 5 were two small shallow features that shared an alignment with Pit 1, indicating 
that they belonged to the same phase of occupation. Even so, Pit 4 cut Pit 5 which 
demonstrates at least two sub-phases within the occupation; the implications of this are 

 

Figure 4. U14/3218 Pit 1 excavated in half section. Scale =1 m. 

                                                      

2 Depths are measured from the top of the machined surface, and so are somewhat arbitrary. The site has been 
ploughed, and though the plough zone is usually only 150–200 mm deep this was entirely stripped away prior to 
the investigation, and there is no way of knowing how much of the site has been truncated by earthworks either 
during the current development or by 20th century farming practices. Depth measurement are useful for 
comparing features that are found in close proximity to each other, but not for features from different sites. The 
exception is the depths of features in the bases of pits such as postholes, which are not disturbed; these are 
measured from the pit floor. 
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discussed below (page 39). Both were cut to the same depth, 90 mm below the machined 
surface. Pit 5 measured 1000 x 650 mm in plan, Pit 4 600 x 450 mm. The former is small, the 
latter very small, of a size usually classed as a bin. This term might be taken to imply a 
different function for these small features than for larger pits, and while this seems likely the 
possible range of such functions are not really understood. The fill of both pits was generally a 
homogenous reworked subsoil lightly stained with topsoil and organic matter, in other words 
the pits were deliberately filled in a single episode, and this is the general pattern observed in 
recent excavations in Oropi/Ohauiti (e.g., Campbell 2004a). 

Pits 7–12 and 16–18 

These nine pits all shared the same east–west orientation and were on the same north–south 
alignment (Figure 3). They were clearly related to a single occupation, though again there are 
sub-phases of this occupation. Pit 7 was excavated entirely, while the remainder were either 
cut by other features or excavated in half section in order to examine their general layout and 
inter-relationships. 

These pits, where two dimensions remain in plan, ranged in size from 1450 x 900 mm (Pit 18) 
to 4550 x 1650 mm (Pit 11). Depths ranged from 120 mm (Pit 17) to 350 mm (Pits 7 and 10). 
In each case the fill was homogenous, indicating that the pits had been filled in a single 
episode. 

Postholes 

The smallest Pits 16–18, had no postholes in the base, but all the rest did. Of interest here is 
that not only was the post mould often visible, the round column of stained soil left after the 
post has rotted away in situ, but also the post cut, the actual hole dug to hold the post during 
pit construction. Usually in the soft yellow tephra soils of this area the soil that was dug out 
was then put back in around the post and packed tight. It becomes indistinguishable from the 
surrounding soil; only very occasionally can it be detected when light and moisture conditions 
are perfect, or the packing is looser than the native soil, which can be felt as a different texture 
under the excavators trowel. It would be possible to drive even quite large stakes into the base 
of the pits, which would look the same, but this would leave a post mould with evidence of a 
sharpened base. These have not been found. That post cuts are evident in six out of thirteen 
instances also argues against the use of sharpened stakes (Figures 3 and 5). 

In addition to postholes, there were also a number of rather irregular features cut into the 
floors of several of the pits (Figure 3), ranging between 250 and 380 mm deep. They have 
often been described as sumps to allow for any ground moisture or rain to drain away quickly 
without damaging stored kumara. These features are discussed in greater detail below 
(page 26). 

Another aspect of interest is the way the pits were intercut and reconfigured during the 
occupation of the site. In the case of Pit 17, this was subsequently filled and a new pit, Pit 16, 
was dug which cut the first pit. Both these pits were subsequently cut by Pits 12 and 18. Pit 12 
is a long, narrow pit 4550 x 1550 mm in plan and 170 mm deep below the machined surface. 
In the excavated portion one posthole and a small sump were located. Pit 18 was located at 
the end of Pit 12 and measured 900 x 1450 mm in plan and was somewhat deeper at 200 mm. 
This pattern of a large long pit with a smaller, usually deeper pit off one end is repeated at the 
palisaded site (see below, page 14) and is common elsewhere in the western Bay of Plenty 
(Ken Phillips pers. comm.). 

Pits 9 and 10 were both subsequently cut by Pits 8 and 11 respectively, on the same alignment 
and orientation. Clearly the two phases are closely related, but whether this demonstrates that 
the first pits were filled before the new ones were dug, or whether it represents the renewal of  
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Figure 5. U14/3218 Pit 7 after excavation, showing postholes and post moulds. 

 

Figure 6. U14/3218 Pit 11 after excavation in half section, showing postholes and sumps. 
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the first pits is unclear. What is clear is that Pit 10 was renewed with a so-called false floor, 
that is the floor of the pit was filled in to a depth of 170 mm and a new floor made (Figure 7). 
This renewal is probably a way of increasing the use life of the pit. If pits are used to store 
kumara, and this is certainly the most common use (see below, page 25), then their use life is 
limited by the buildup of fungal infections in particular, and probably also the slow collapse 
of the roof, meaning that pits could not remain in use for more than a few years (Davidson 
1984: 127). Filling over the floor could be one way of extending the life of a pit in the case of 
fungal infection. 

 

Figure 7. ‘False floor’ in U14/3218 Pit 10. 

Seven of these nine pits are clearly closely related to each other; Pits 16 and 17 are also on the 
same orientation but are not so clearly part of the same phase of occupation. How the 
remaining features fit into this closely defined occupation phase is less clear. Pits 1–5 have a 
different orientation and alignment, while there are various other pit features that are 
somewhat out on their own (see next section). The implications of this are discussed below 
(page 39). 

Other features 

Four other pits were all located in the eastern pit cluster, but were less obviously related to the 
two groups already discussed. Pit 6 was severely truncated, so that only a shadow of the base 
remained. It was 1050 mm wide, but its length could not be ascertained. Pit 14 was a small 
irregular bin pit measuring 750 x 400 mm in plan which was located on a different alignment 
to any other pits. Pits 13 and 15 were located on much the same orientation as the main 
group, and indeed Pit 13 may well be part of the group, though it was east of the central 
alignment. It measured 1800 x 900 mm and, at 500 mm deep, was the deepest feature in the 
eastern pit cluster. It had no postholes in its base. Pit 15 measured 1600 x 1250 mm in plan 
but was only 150 mm deep. Its basic shape seems not to fit with the main group and it is 
probably an isolated feature. 

No oven scoops, or postholes other than those in pits, were found. This is almost certainly 
due to the truncation of the site, as these features would generally be quite shallow.  
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Isolated features 

Two pits sharing the same orientation and alignment were located between the eastern pit 
cluster and the palisaded site: Pits 20 and 22 (Figure 8). These correspond to the faint terrace 
recorded the previous year. They were sealed beneath an irregular deposit of dark charcoal 
stained soil covering roughly 11 x 6 m, and seem not to have been truncated to any great 
extent. This soil was removed with the backhoe and Pit 20 was excavated in half section. This 
was a large pit, 5200 x 2500 mm in plan and 1050 mm deep. In the 1850 mm length of the pit  
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Figure 8. U14/3218 Pits 20 and 22. 

 

Figure 9. U14/3218 Pit 20 excavated in half section. Scale = 1 m(horizontal), 0.5 m (vertical). 
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that was excavated six postholes were found in the 
floor. Three of these were on the centre line of the pit, 
while the other three formed no obvious pattern 
(Figures 8 and 9). Pit 22 was another large pit 
measuring 4350 x 2900 mm, but was not excavated. 

Pit 21 was a bell-shaped pit, or rua (a term that more 
accurately applies to storage pits in general, not just 
the bell-shaped variety), that had been exposed in 
section by heavy machinery. Shell midden was visible 
in the fill. Because these structures have a narrow 
entrance on the surface and widen out underground 
(hence the term ‘bell-shaped’), and because their 
roofs have frequently collapsed since they were 
abandoned, it was considered unsafe to excavate it by 
hand. Consequently it was excavated by cutting 
vertical sections through the feature with the backhoe 
at, very approximately, every 300–400 mm and taking 
photographs (Figure 10). The most complete cross 
section can be seen third from the top in Figure 10, 
and shows a narrow entrance at ground level leading 
down to a large cavity dug off to one side. This 
compares with the more normal rua where the cavity 
expands out equally on all sides from the surface 
entrance but such variation is not uncommon. The 
pit had been deliberately filled, as is clear from the 
dark colour of the soil and the upper layer of shell 
midden. A 5 litre sample of midden was taken for 
faunal analysis and radiocarbon dating. 

These three features are not located particularly near 
any others—Pits 20 and 22 were 20 m west of the 
eastern pit cluster and Pit 21 was 50 m north of this—
and would seem to represent isolated, small scale 
occupations, even though Pits 20 and 22 were large 
features that might have held nearly as many kumara 
between them as the entire eastern pit cluster. 

The palisaded site 

The second area to be excavated was located to the 
west of the other features along the top of a low 
ridge—this was the area where midden had been 
recorded the year before. An irregularly triangular 
area measuring 1550 m2, with dimensions of 
approximately 60 x 40 m, was stripped with the 
backhoe and the spoil loaded out. This was not the 
full extent of the site, an unknown portion of which 
has not yet been developed and will be investigated 
during the next stage of earthworks. Feature 
numbering was continued from previous excavations 
of U14/3218, so that the first feature was numbered 
23. 

Figure 10. Consecutive machine 
cut sections through U14/3218 
Pit 21: top, the section first 
exposed during earthmoving. 
Scale = 1 m. 
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Figure 11. Plan of U14/3218, the palisaded site. Feature numbers for pits and earth ovens are shown. 
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Features uncovered included: 68 pits; 567 postholes, including 224 along two sides of a 
palisade; two clear house outlines and at least one more probable house; various more 
enigmatic structures outlined by postholes; numerous isolated postholes; and nine earth 
ovens. Because of the impossibility of mapping so many features by hand in the limited time 
available, the site was mapped with a robotic total station Leica 1200 (Figure 11). A decision 
was also made to spend less time excavating pits and to concentrate on the posthole 
alignments, particularly the palisade and one large house. Even so, eight pits were excavated in 
full or in half section (Figure 12). 

Excavated pits 

Of interest were the narrow deep bin pits located off the ends of much larger pits, the pattern 
noted above for Pit 18 of the eastern pit cluster. Three such pits were excavated: Pit 24, off the 
end of Pit 38, and Pits 23 and 29 off each end of Pit 28. Both of these larger pits were also 
excavated in half section. 

Pit 24 measured 840 x 490 mm and was 820 mm deep. The floor of the pit was not square, but 
extended in a semi-circle 200 mm beyond the top of the pit to the south. A round sump 350 x 
250 mm and 170 mm deep extended 60 mm into the north wall of the pit. Pit 23 was a more 
regular rectangular pit measuring 960 x 590 mm with a maximum depth of 760 mm. A square 
sump measuring 280 x 220 mm and 220 mm deep was located against the southern wall. Pit 
29 measured 890 x 620 mm with a maximum depth of 820 mm. The walls sloped inwards 
from the base, so that the base of the pit was 100 mm wider all around, except in the south 
west corner. A round sump 310 x 260 mm and 170 mm deep was located in the north east 
corner. 

All three of these features were narrow and deep. Excavation was difficult in this awkward 
space, and presumably digging them in prehistory was no more comfortable. Why they were 
constructed in this way is not at all clear, but their relationship to the larger pits indicates a 
special purpose of some sort. 

 

Figure 13. U14/3218, left to right, Pits 24, 23 and 29. 

The two pits off the ends of which these deep bins were built were both much larger and more 
complex features. Pit 38 measured 6150 x 2550 mm and had a maximum depth of 1230 mm. 
It was filled with shell midden—this was one of the two patches of midden recorded the 
previous year. The pit was excavated in half section through the shell midden (Figure 14). The 
base of the pit was filled with a clean, lightly stained tephra that sloped down from the sides to 
a minimum depth of 270 mm. The pit had been deliberately filled, with shell being used to 
complete the process. This shell was generally whole and clean, with only small amounts of 
soil and charcoal included in the midden. Towards the surface soil had worked its way into 
the midden. Six samples were taken at 150 mm vertical intervals for faunal analysis and 
radiocarbon dating. 
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Due to the depth of the pit a step had been left in the eastern wall, measuring 430 x 280 mm 
in plan and 550 mm deep. This feature was well worn at the edges, which was exacerbated 
during digging out the fill with a shovel (Figure 15). Five postholes were found in the pit 
floor, two on the centre line of the pit, and three making no obvious pattern. The step was 
slightly offset from the eastern most posthole, which was located in front of it—the post 
would have served as a hand hold to assist climbing into the pit. 

 

Figure 14. U14/3218 Pit 38 after excavation in half section, showing shell midden fill. Scale = 1 m. 

 

Figure 15. U14/3218 Pit 38 after excavation in half section, showing step and features in the base. 
Scale = 1 m (horizontal), 0.5 m (vertical). 
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Pit 28, which had a deep bin off either end, was a smaller pit, but had more features in its 
base. It measured 3270 x 2070 mm with a maximum depth of 740 mm. It was excavated in 
half section (Figure 16). Two sumps were located in the base, a round one measuring 750 x 
730 mm and 340 mm deep, the other an irregular feature in the south east corner measuring 
770 x 450 mm and was very deep—the base was not reached as it was deeper than the reach of 
the excavator. Three postholes were located in the base of this pit, all along the centre line. 

 

Figure 16. U14/3218, Pit 28 after excavation in half section, showing features in the base. Scale = 
1 m (horizontal), 0.5 m (vertical). 

These two pits were both fairly large, in fact Pit 38 was the largest pit on the site, but other 
large pits were not associated with deep bins. To the south of the site Pit 452 is probably a bin 
off the end of Pit 456, and Pit 462, and maybe Pit 457, are located off the ends of Pit 459, but 
these are the only other examples (Figure 11). 

Three other pits were excavated. Pit 25 was a small pit, 1300 x 960 mm and 570 mm deep, that 
also had a fill of midden. The floor of the pit was filled with between 150 and 250 mm of clean 
tephra fill, with the remainder comprising clean whole shell. A sample was taken for faunal 
analysis and radiocarbon dating. There were no postholes in the pit floor. 

Pit 26 was a pit 1790 mm wide and 170 mm deep, of which 890 mm length remained. It had 
been cut by Pit 27, which measured 2420 x 1090 mm and was 570 mm deep. There were three 
postholes on the centreline of Pit 27 and another off to one side, while two postholes in the 
base of Pit 26 were probably also on the former centreline. 

Feature32 was a wide, shallow oven scoop, 1650 x 1400 mm in plan and 180 mm deep. It was 
filled with a dark charcoal stained soil including burnt and fragmented shell. It was excavated 
in half section. The soil around and below it was burnt red, indicating the level of heat that 
had been generated. A sample was taken of the fill for radiocarbon dating. None of the other 
eight oven scoops were excavated. 
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Figure 17. U14/3218, Pits 26 and 27 after excavation, showing features in the base. Scale = 1 m 
(horizontal), 0.5 m (vertical). 

The palisade 

Most of the excavation effort was put into the many postholes that were uncovered on the 
site. Of particular interest was the palisade or fence line that marked the northern and eastern 
edges of the site. Neither line was fully exposed, and it must be assumed that the western and 
southern edges of the site were also palisaded. Almost all other features were neatly contained 
within this line of postholes, with the exception of several isolated postholes to the north. The 
northern palisade line consisted of 162 postholes over 48.7 m. All of these were excavated. In 
the north east corner this became a double line, perhaps indicating repair of the structure. 
This double line and the first five postholes of the eastern palisade were excavated. A 28.6 m 
length of the eastern palisade was uncovered, consisting of 65 postholes. Along much of this 
length the line was doubled, again indicating repair. There was a gap in the line, but it seems 
likely that this is because the features here may have been truncated by ploughing, or the 
backhoe had dug too deep. A shallow trench was dug with the backhoe from the south east 
corner of the excavation area across the palisade line, and four further postholes were picked 
up here, making a length for the eastern palisade of at least 40.3 m. Another shallow trench 
from the south west edge of the excavation area failed to find any postholes on that side. 

Generally, the postholes were small, and the post moulds even smaller, in fact they were little 
more than stakes. Figure 18 shows four of these narrow post moulds located in their 
postholes. These could be discerned from the surrounding post packing because they were 
considerably softer—admittedly the hot dry conditions may have meant that the soft post 
mould fill had hardened up in places and the actual posts would probably have been 
somewhat larger than the photo indicates, but generally the palisade does not seem to have 
been a very strong structure. It probably marked a boundary, and was designed for show as 
much as anything, a point I return to below. 

This is not to say that the palisade was poorly built. At fairly regular intervals there are larger 
and deeper postholes (Figure 19), which would have carried much of the strain of the 
structure. Most postholes are relatively shallow (remembering that the actual depth they had 
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Figure 18. U14/3218, Features 265–269, palisade post moulds and post holes. Scale = 1 m. 

 

Figure 19. Schematic diagram of posthole depths of the excavated palisade, looking north. 

 

Figure 20. North east corner of the palisade after excavation. Scale = 1 m. 
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in pre-European times has been truncated), up to 250 mm deep. Nine postholes range from 
500 mm up to 820 mm in depth (which was pretty much the limit of the excavator’s arm 
reach). One of these deep posts was found at the north east corner of the palisade, where it 
would have provided support for two sides—even so, some repair is evident at this corner 
with a double line of postholes, and in fact the deep posthole seems to be part of the repair 
work (Figure 20). There is no clear evidence of an entrance, unless this is the gap on the 
eastern side. However, even though the postholes either side of this gap were not excavated, 
they do not appear to have been significantly larger, which would be expected of an entrance. 

Houses 

The palisade was not the only structure outlined by postholes. At least two houses are clearly 
outlined, and other alignments truncated by subsequent digging of kumara pits may also 
outline house walls. Also, clusters of postholes, often seeming to be ‘semi-aligned’, probably 
indicate features like drying racks. 

At the south of the site, just below the high point of the ridgeline, a series of 20 postholes 
outline a structure measuring 6.7 x 5.5 m, House 1 (Figure 21). Some of these postholes are 
quite large, 590 x 400 mm, and up to 620 mm deep, though others are considerably smaller. 
Because of the truncation of the site the actual house floor is no longer extant, but some clues 
to the use of this part of the site can be gained from the posthole fill, which contained an 
unusually large number of obsidian flakes (see artefact analysis, page 36). These flakes would 
have fallen into the postholes from the surrounding soil as the posts rotted away, which 
indicates that the soil would have at one time contained a great many more flakes than were 
recovered. 

 

Figure 21. Photomontage of U14/3218 House 1. Scale = 1 m. 

The west wall of the house appears to extend to the north and south, before returning to the 
west. Also, an alignment of three further postholes runs east-west across the floor of the 
house. These other postholes were not excavated, but the various alignments probably outline 
other structures that have only partially survived. At least two phases of house building seem 
to be represented here, but the extent that house floors and occupation surfaces have been 
destroyed by ploughing makes it impossible to determine the relationships between them. 
The excavated structure was probably the most recent. 
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To the north, located between Pits 79 and 90, another alignment of postholes indicated 
another house, House 2, which had been truncated by Pit 90 (Figures 11 and 12). It was not 
excavated. The 3 m north wall remained intact and up to 1.9 m of the west and east walls also. 
Part of the north wall was evidently a footing trench, which probably originally outlined the 
whole structure. A similar trench, outlining one wall, was excavated at U14/1920 in the nearby 
Oropi Valley (Furey 2004), and two of the three houses found at U14/3235 also showed 
evidence of footing trenches (below, page 24). Other postholes scattered in and around the 
pits in this part of the site indicate the possibility of further structures, all truncated by 
subsequent digging of pits. The area between oven scoop Feature 33 and Pit 39 is particularly 
suggestive, especially as it is so close to an evident cooking area, but there are so many 
postholes here that it is impossible to say which apparent patterns might be real and which 
not. 

Other structures 

Towards the north west of the excavated part of the site a cluster of 16 or so postholes formed 
a small rectangle measuring 1.2 x 1.2 m (Figure 12). Several other postholes here meant that 
the feature was somewhat confusing. They may indicate repair of whatever structure was 
located here. While it is not possible to say exactly what the structure was, some sort of 
storage facility or drying rack seems most likely, though the possibility of a lookout tower 
should not be discounted just because it seems overly romantic. This was the clearest such 
alignment of ‘miscellaneous’ postholes, but the many other unexcavated postholes indicate 
the range of activity carried out at the site. 

U14/3235 

This site had not been previously recorded. It was exposed by heavy machinery during 
earthworks, and was subsequently fenced off until it could be investigated. Like U14/3218 it 
was located on a gently sloping ridge top, but with a steep gully immediately to the east. a 
modern bulldozer track just over the lip of the gully has destroyed the eastern margin of the 
site. It was not as large nor as complex as that site, and lacked a palisade, although it had one 
particularly large pit. The site consisted of 34 pits and, in a cluster to the north east, three 
houses, four large oven scoops and several smaller or remnant scoops. 13 of the pits were 
excavated, or part-excavated, as was one of the oven scoops and a substantial group of 
postholes that appeared to form a series of structures. All structures were planned by 
measured drawing (Figure 22). 

Excavated pits 

Most of the excavated pits were small features at the western edge of the site. These included 
several small pits with no internal features of any sort. Pit 2 measured 1150 x 630 and was 140 
mm deep. It was oriented roughly east–west, as was the adjacent Pit 6 as well as several other 
pits that were not excavated, including the larger Pits 13 and 14. Pits 7 and 8, measuring 1650 
x 1050 mm and 360 mm deep, and 800 x 600 mm and 170 mm deep respectively, were 
oriented roughly north–south, as were several other fairly small features nearby, including 
Pits 5, 11 and 12, which were excavated. These two different pit alignments are found right 
across the site, probably indicating that the east–west aligned pits are later than the north–
south pits. This is discussed further below (page 42). The pattern of a small bin it off the end 
of a larger pit is not apparent here. 

Pits 5, 11 and 12 were slightly larger (respectively 2050 x 1050 x 490 mm, 1950 x 1050 x 310 
mm and 1500 x 950 x 510 mm). Each had a single posthole on the centre line, offset to one 
end—they seem to have been just large enough to need roof support along the ridgepole, 
whereas the smaller pits would have had a simple roof supported on its rafters. Pit 12 cut 
through Pit 11. 
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Figure 1. Plan of U14/3235. For detail of Pit 22 see Error! Reference source not found.. 
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Pit 6 was a larger pit, 3050 x 1350 x 480 mm, with five postholes along the centre line (Figure 
23). Two were right next to each other at either end, indicating replacement of the posts at 
some stage. In some instances in this pit the post mould could be distinguished from the 
surrounding posthole and post packing. 

On the same east–west alignment as Pit 6 were several other larger pits, including Pits 13 and 
14, which were not excavated. Both probably had rabbit damage in one corner. Further to the 
north Pit 33 was excavated in half section. It measured 4950 x 1550 mm, and the excavated 
part was 580 mm deep. It also had rabbit damage, this time in the base. Two substantial 
postholes with smaller post moulds were evident in the base. 

 

Figure 23. Photomontage of U14/3235 Pit 6 after excavation. Scale = 1 m (horizontal), 0.5 m 
(vertical). 

 

Figure 24. U14/3235, Pits 11, 12 (foreground), 2, 5, 6, 7 and 8 after excavation. Scale = 1 m 
(horizontal), 0.5 m (vertical). 
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Pits 19 and 20 were two small pits, Pit 19 cutting Pit 20, both aligned north south. They 
measured 950 x 550 x 350 and 1600 x 700 x 300 respectively. They were located off the end of, 
but on the same alignment as, the larger Pit 21. This is not the pattern of bin pit off the end of 
a larger pit found at the palisaded site, where the bin was at a 90° alignment to the main pit. 
At the north end of Pit 21 was an unusual pit, Pit 30. This feature measured 750 x 450 mm in 
plan, had slightly rounded corners and narrowed to 300 x 250 mm at the base, which had two 
levels, stepping down from a 940 mm depth to 1200 mm at its deepest. The fill was the usual 
clean subsoil mixed with topsoil, and there were flecks of charcoal at the base. It does not 
seem to be a storage pit, and in fact its shape suggests that it could have been dug to 
accommodate a very large post, or pou, which would have functioned to mark the site as 
belonging to a particular group. Of course, this pou is no longer evident, so the interpretation 
is uncertain, but a single post could have had a function similar to the palisade at U14/3218 as 
an advertisement of the community’s ownership and occupation (see below, page 30). 

The largest pit was Pit 22, which stood out as much broader, though not necessarily longer, 
than any others in any of the excavations. This pit measured 4640 x 3250 mm and was up to 
1000 mm deep along the south side (Figures 25 and 26 The roof was supported by two rows 
of five postholes, which were all quite large. Several other postholes were found in the pit 
floor, but these form no discernable pattern, and four larger sump features were cut into the 
pit floor, up to 740 mm deep. The implications of this large pit are discussed below (page 27). 
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Figure 25. Plan of U14/3235 Pit 22. 
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Figure 26. U14/3235 Pit 22 after excavation. Scale = 1 m. 

Houses and ovens 

There were no pits in the north east corner of the site, instead there were four large oven scops 
and several smaller ones. A few small or remnant scoops were found elsewhere in the site, but 
the majority of cooking evidence was restricted to this corner. The oven scoop Feature 61 was 
excavated and sampled. Also in this corner were numerous postholes, many of which formed 
alignments outlining structures. Many of these postholes were slots rather than round 
postholes, and were dug in footing trenches. Presumably much of this evidence has been 
ploughed away, and the structures would have had four sides outlined by trenches. There 
were three of these structures, with House 1 and House 2 occupying the same space, though 
the stratigraphic relationship between them was not clear, while House 3 was located just to 
the south of the other two (Figure 27). No footing trench was associated with the latter. A 
large earth oven, Feature 61, overlay House 3. Other earth ovens, Features 84, 85 110 and 109, 
were entirely located within Houses 1 and 2. They may have been cook houses or windbreaks 
for the earth ovens, but the elaborateness of their construction, and the simple fact that 
people needed somewhere to live, favours an interpretation that they were houses. Houses 
and ovens were located in the same general area of the site in each phase of occupation. 

The two separate pit orientations, north–south and east–west, with the north–south pits 
cutting the east–west ones, indicates two separate phases of site occupation, though these 
phases were probably related. Similarly there are two phases of housing/cooking in the south 
east corner of the site, which probably relate to the two phases of pit construction. 
Unfortunately, for the houses, we can’t say which is which. 
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Figure 27. Excavated house outlines at U14/3235. Foreground, Houses 1 and 2; background, 
House 3. 

Storage pits 

Generally, the most obvious features on these sites are pits. A total of 121 rectangular pits and 
one bell-shaped rua have been recorded from U14/3218 and U14/3235. Of these 37 were 
excavated or part excavated, revealing a variety of sizes, forms, fills and internal features. 

Pit use 

It is generally assumed that pits of this kind are used for kumara storage. Kumara, in the 
temperate climate of New Zealand, requires storage in frost free conditions in order to protect 
the winter food stock and the spring seed stock; kumara left in the ground over winter will 
rot. Storage requirements include darkness and relatively constant humidity and temperature. 
These sorts of conditions are met by digging semi-subterranean storage facilities that act as 
root cellars. However, as Lawlor (1983) points out, this was not the only possible function of 
pits, which could be used for: 

food (kuumara, taro, aruhe and European potato) and water storage; as rubbish 
receptacles; to facilitate the fermentation of foodstuffs (hiinau and European maize); 
for rat (kiore) catching; for the temporary storage of food and material goods; as 
dwellings; as repositories for sacred objects; and as a place for the practice of 
‘witchcraft.’ 

Even so, kumara storage is considered to be by far the most common use of such features. 
There is no evidence of any other use from these sites, but at the same time, there is no direct 
evidence that they were indeed used for kumara storage. Very occasionally kumara remains 
have been found in pits, as at Pouerua pa in Northland where carbonised kumara tubers were 
recovered (Leahy and Nevin 1993), but this is an unusual occurrence. More likely to survive is 
microfossil evidence, in particular, kumara starch grains. These might be found in the hard 
organic rich layer that covers the floors of many pits, where they will have been trodden in 
during the course of the pit’s life. Starch grains were found in the bases of rectangular pits at 
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Hamurana Road, Rotorua, as well as in garden soils, though not from a bell-shaped rua 
(Campbell and Phillips 2005). Three samples were taken for microfossil analysis from the 
bases of pits at the sites: Pits 28 and 38 from the U14/3218 palisaded site, and Pit 33 from 
U14/3235 (see below, page 40, and Appendix B for environmental microfossil analysis). 
Interestingly, however, no significant starch residues of any sort were found. 

Absence of evidence is not evidence of absence, and there are several reasons why the analysis 
might have given this result. It may be that the pits were not used for kumara storage, but if 
this is the case, it is not at all clear what use 122 such features could have been put to. It is 
unlikely, but not impossible, that starch grains will not have survived. It is more likely that 
only three samples are not enough to recover the sort of evidence we are seeking. Multiple 
samples from multiple pits might provide more microfossil evidence and would give a clearer 
picture of any patterns of pit use. 

Assuming that pits were used for kumara storage, the lack of microfossil evidence has some 
interesting implications. Davidson (1984: 127) has noted that there are so many pits in some 
parts of the country (and the Bay of Plenty is one of these places) that enormous populations 
would be required if pits were used for more than a very few years. It is assumed that pits, and 
particularly the kumara in them, were susceptible to fungal infection, and that this 
necessitated the building of new pits. Also, the use life of pit roofs, using traditional materials 
and construction methods, may have been quite short, though pits do often show evidence of 
roof reconstruction in the form of re-cut postholes to support a renewed roof (Davidson 
1984: 127). Also, the microfossil work is based on the assumption that kumara will be trodden 
into the floor of the pit. Some of these assumptions may be somewhat incorrect. Great care 
would have been taken with kumara storage, and it is in fact more likely that new pits would 
have been dug before fungal infections had a chance to take hold. Equally, any kumara that fell 
to the floor would be a prime site for such infections, and be cleaned up before it was trodden 
in. Thus if any microfossil evidence of kumara starch was found it would be more likely to 
indicate a failure in kumara storage and, perhaps, premature pit abandonment rather than the 
more normal, desirable outcome of successful over-wintering of this valuable resource. This 
further implies that new pits would have been cut much more frequently than has been 
previously assumed to be strictly necessary—prevention, rather than cure, being the guiding 
motivation. 

Internal features 

Smaller pits did not have any postholes in their bases. Postholes indicate posts that supported 
the roof, generally beneath the ridgepole. Pit roofs would have been covered with soil to help 
control temperature and humidity, and so would have been very heavy. Small pits like 
U14/3235 Pits 5, 11 and 12 required only a single post, offset to one end, to support a fairly 
small roof. A pit the size of U14/3235 Pit 22 required two lines of five postholes to support it, 
on either side of the ridgepole. There may have been further beams in the roof construction, 
probably tying across the tops of the posts, to support the weight of the roof. In general, the 
postholes in the pit floors are fairly straight forward to interpret, but there are obvious 
exceptions. Many pits had a seemingly random scatter of additional postholes indicating 
further internal structures, but none of these form any clear patterns. We can only guess what 
these represent. 

There are a number of other, large features cut into the floors of several pits that seem to post 
date pit construction, for instance there are four such features in the base of U14/3235 F22. 
These are often irregular in plan and of different depths. They have been interpreted as sumps 
to carry away water that enters the pits (Lawlor 1983), though this is not a particularly 
satisfactory explanation: the tephra soils around Tauranga are well drained and water may not 
have stayed in the pits for long; some pits have these features while others do not; four sumps 
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seem to be three more than would be necessary; pits would have been built with considerable 
care specifically to keep water out; and when water is a problem, particularly in poorly 
drained soils, it is quite usual to cut drains in the pit floors. On the other hand, the irregular 
form of the features might result from hurried digging, which would be consistent with 
attempts to get rid of sudden influxes of water. In some instances (though not on the 
Rowesdale sites) they are very regular and may be small bin pits cut into the bases of larger 
pits. Some may be sumps, while others may have had other functions—at present we just do 
not know the answer. 

Pit size and wealth display 

While pits have an essentially economic function, that is the storage and protection of an 
economically important resource, they also have social functions relating to their construction 
and use. Law (1999) examined the dimensions of pits from a number of sites, including sites 
from the Bay of Plenty. He concluded that pits could be grouped according to either their size 
(floor area in m2) or length to width ratio. Pits greater than 10 m2 were classed as ‘large pits’, 
with occasional pits greater than 35 m2 classed as ‘super pits.’ Pits with a length to width ratio 
greater than 2.9:1 were classed as ‘long pits.’ He argued that large pits, and particularly super 
and long pits, were important in the display of wealth. Since pits must be dug into the ground 
extra height cannot be used as a means of display, so extra length is adopted instead. 

A large pit (11.7 m2) was excavated at the Richmond Park site, U14/3207, only about 100 m 
from U14/3235 (Campbell 2004b)(Figure 1). In this pit it was noted that the posts, in two 
lines of three postholes, were square, that is they had been deliberately shaped, as opposed to 
the more usual round post. To adze a piece of wood to shape is an investment in labour and 
capital, and indicates the importance of the posts. This is reinforced by the digging out of the 
posts when the pit was abandoned, which seems to be a quite unusual occurrence. It was 
interpreted as a ‘chiefly’ pit, with a function (other than kumara storage) of reinforcing the 
chief’s mana in the community and his links with the ancestors. In doing so it would have 
reinforced the mana of the community itself, and reinforced the identification between chiefs, 
ancestors and community, who are in many ways can be conceived of as one and the same 
thing (Johansen 1954). This sort of activity is concerned with both the imposition of chiefly 
power and maintaining community cohesion through a shared project (Hodder 1994). The 
same is probably true to varying degrees for long and large pits as well. 

The two largest pits found during excavation were U14/3218 Pit 38 and U14/3218 Pit 22, 
15.68 m2 and 15.08 m2 respectively. U14/3235 Pit 22 was the pit most like the one described 
from Richmond Park. It was by far the widest pit excavated, at 3.25 m, and had two lines of 
postholes, with five posts in each line. However, these posts were not square, and they had not 
been dug out—they were left in the pit when it was filled, and their moulds were visible in the 
pit fill (Figure 28). Clearly there is no necessity for posts to be removed from pits of this kind. 

Although U14/3218 Pit 38 was the largest pit found, it had only one line of postholes—it was 
only excavated in half section (in fact, only ¼ of the eastern end of the pit) and the pattern of 
postholes in the floor was not completely clear. However, at 2.55 m wide a single line of posts 
would seem to have been sufficient to hold up the roof. Four other pits were large, according 
to Law’s (1999) criteria, and four were long. No pits fell into both categories. Length and 
width measurements could be taken for 99 pits. The floor areas of these pits are plotted in 
Figure 29. The six large pits, greater than 10 m2, form a reasonably distinct group, though 
some pits are nearly this size. The average size is 3.22 m2, and many pits are in fact very small, 
less than 1 m2. The length to width ratios are plotted in Figure 30. The long pit category does 
not stand out quite so clearly, but there is a small peak at 3:1, with four pits falling into this 
category (Pit 44 from the palisaded site was not fully exposed, but what was visible had a 
length to width ratio of 3.16:1, and may have been greater). Most pits are well under 2:1.  
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Figure 28. U14/3235 F22 during machine excavation, showing post moulds in the pit fill, at the 
ends of each photo scale. Scale = 1 m. 
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Figure 29. Histogram of floor areas of pits. 
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Figure 30. Histogram of length to width ratios of pits. 
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Figure 31. Scatter plot of pit lengths plotted against widths. 
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Finally, both measures are plotted in Figure 31, with each pit colour coded by site. All sites 
have a variety of pit sizes and shapes, with the exception of the two isolated rectangular pits 
from U14/3218, Pits 20 and 22, which are both large at 12.62 m2 and 13 m2 respectively. Law 
pointed out that large and long pits were generally associated with occupation sites, that is 
communities were displaying their wealth (in the form of kumara) to visitors. Given that 
there are no other features, such as postholes outlining houses, associated with Pits 20 and 22 
then display of wealth may not be applicable here—the large size may be purely economic in 
function, with large pits storing large quantities of kumara. U14/3235 and the palisaded site at 
U14/3218 were both associated with houses, while the truncation of the U14/3218 eastern pit 
cluster would have destroyed any evidence of houses that might have existed. In these 
instances the large and long pits may well have been associated with wealth display. The 
variation in pit sizes (Figure 31) indicates a similar variation in the size and status of the 
groups whose pits they are. Some of the large pits may have served the community (hapu) 
while others were the property of particular families (whanau). 

The Palisade 

These ideas of display are reinforced by the palisade at U14/3218. Although this feature seems 
to have been well built, at least in the sense that it is a large and regular construction, the 
postholes were generally small, and the posts in them appeared to be little more than stakes. It 
does not seem to have been a particularly strong structure, and is unlikely to have had a 
defensive function. Pa defences usually incorporate a ditch and a palisade of much more 
substantial posts. The palisade probably had two related functions: it marked the site 
boundary, and it was intended to be a visible advertisement of the resident community. It 
might be better to think of it as a fence rather than a palisade, because the latter term implies a 
particular function that it does not seem to have performed. 

Very few features were found outside the palisade line, so it seems to have served as a very 
effective boundary. In fact it seems to have marked the boundary of a village, with houses, 
storage pits, cooking areas and other occupation areas located inside it, and very little outside 
it. This village was located on a local high point—it has excellent views over the surrounding 
countryside, and this area would have equally good views back to the village. What they would 
have seen was the palisade, which seems to have been designed to be seen as much as for any 
other function. Sutton et al. (2003) have noted the high visibility of pits and palisades at some 
stages of occupation at Pouerua pa in Northland, suggesting that pa served as a highly visible 
form of monumental architecture as much as defensive structures. U14/3218 is not a pa, but a 
similar function seems to be replicated on a smaller scale. 

Houses 

At least five houses were recorded at the Rowesdale sites; three in the north east corner of 
U14/3235 and two in the palisaded site. Other posthole alignments at the palisaded site may 
also represent houses, but these have been either cut by subsequent pits or truncated by 
ploughing; they were not closely investigated. Other excavations in the Waimapu Valley have 
not located good evidence of houses, though similar densities of pits have been found 
(Campbell 2003, 2004b; Campbell and Piahana 2003; Furey 2004). At the Cheyne Road site, 
U14/1920a, Furey (2004: 25) reported a footing trench containing 15 postholes, but there was 
no return to indicate the other walls of a house. She concluded that the structure was a 
substantial windbreak. 

Footing trenches outlining houses were located at both U14/3235 (Houses 1 and 2) and at the 
palisaded site (House 2, which was not excavated). At U14/3235 slot postholes were located 
within these trenches. The houses don’t seem to have been large; no complete outlines 
remained, but a maximum dimension of 3.8 m was recorded for House 1. The slots indicate 
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shaped plank walls rather than posts, so the impression is of small, well built and probably 
warm and weatherproof structures. The same is true for House 2 at the palisaded site. At 
U14/3235 House 1 and House 2 occupy the same space, so one overlies the other. There is no 
evidence to say which came first though. House 3 may be contemporary with one of the other 
two, but again there is no clear stratigraphic relationship between them—any evidence of this 
would seem to have been truncated by ploughing. 

There are also a number of oven scoops in this part of the site, and it might even be the case 
that the houses are cook houses rather than living houses. However, they seem to be too 
substantial for such a purpose, and in places it is the ovens that overly the house outlines and 
have obscured the evidence, particularly where Feature 61 overlies House 3. Again, the 
stratigraphic relationships have been truncated. It seems that there are at least two phases of 
occupation, and perhaps three, represented in this corner of the site, with cooking and 
housing occurring in the same general area, but not in exactly the same place each time. Given 
the amount of kumara storage represented on site by the pits, these small structures account 
for many less people than do the pits. Just where these other people lived remains unclear. 

While House 2 at the palisaded site was similar to the U14/3235 houses, House 1 was very 
different. At 6.7 x 5.5 m it is much larger than the other house features, and its postholes are 
also much larger. It is located on the high point of the site, with the most commanding views. 
It seems to be an altogether more prestigious structure than any of the other houses. It is 
probably no coincidence that this large structure is located in much the same position as one 
of the prime sections currently being developed—desirable real estate now was equally 
desirable real estate then. The amount of obsidian found in the postholes gives some 
indication of specialised activities taking place here. As noted, the flakes would have fallen 
into the postholes from the surrounding soil as the posts rotted away. A great many more 
flakes would have been located here that have not remained in situ. Flakes may have 
accumulated against the walls of the house and so been more likely to end up in the postholes, 
so this density of flakes should not be extrapolated too far. Obsidian use may not even be 
associated with the house, but could have occurred before it was built, or after it was 
abandoned. Again, the stratigraphic evidence of house floors and occupation surfaces has 
gone. Even so, flakes seem to have been very much more concentrated here than elsewhere on 
the site. Most of these flakes show only minor use wear (see also artefact analysis, page 36). 
Activities such as preparing flax leave very little evidence on the stone, so this may have been 
one activity occurring here. Alternatively, or at the same time, obsidian flaking could have 
been a major activity, and the recovered flakes are waste material from this. 

A number of other possible house outlines might be detected at the palisaded site, but these 
are not definitely houses: either too little of the structure remains to be sure it is a house or 
there may be too many postholes to be sure that the observed patterns are real. In the former 
category are the probable bedding trench just north of House 2, and the lines of postholes 
around House 1, which may equally be fences or windbreaks. In the latter category are the 
postholes towards the western edge of the excavation between Pit 39 and the earth oven Pit 
33. 

Summary 

These five structures are the first of their kind excavated in the Waimapu Valley. They are of 
two kinds: four of the five are relatively small structures with footing trenches and, in the case 
of the excavated Houses 1–3 from U14/3235, slot post holes; the other is a much larger and 
more substantial structure that seems to have been differently constructed and may have had 
a different function. While the living surfaces have long been destroyed, and with them the 
best evidence of what the houses were used for, they are unlikely to have had any specialised 
use and were probably domestic living structures. House 1 from U14/3218 stands out because 
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of its size, the type of posthole excavated and the amount of obsidian associated with it, as 
opposed to the ovens associated with the U14/3235 houses. Whether this represents a higher 
status structure is hard to say—it is evidently not a house of the whare puni type, which is a 
high status house. It might be that, located on the high point of the site, it is associated with 
the highest status person, group or activity on site, though this status may not have been 
particularly high in the wider world. It seems to be associated with a different use of this part 
of the site, a spatial separation of functions, with tool manufacture and perhaps flax working 
carried out here, while other activities such as storage or cooking were carried out elsewhere, 
and were associated with a different type of building. Unfortunately, the stratigraphic 
relationships between the houses and these different activities are not at all clear, and the 
associations may be merely coincidental. 

Midden analysis 

U14/1972 consisted of a midden deposit scattered down a steep slope, but apart from this 
surface midden deposits and general scatters of midden were not encountered—if they had 
been present they have been ploughed out in historic times. A sample was taken from the 
intact part of U14/1972 and 10 further samples were taken from U14/3218, all from pit 
features: Pit 1 in the eastern pit cluster; Pits 21 and 20, the isolated rua and one of the two 
rectangular pits between the eastern pits cluster and the palisaded site; and from the palisaded 
site, Pits 25 and 38, with six samples taken at 150 mm levels from the latter. To allow accurate 
comparisons between samples, all were taken to the same volume, 5 litres. Each was air dried, 
weighed, wet sieved through a 2 mm screen, air dried again and re-weighed. 

The percentage difference between the two weights is a measure of midden density: middens 
that are denser will have more shell and less soil, and so the weight change will be less. Table 1 
shows these measurements. It is notable that, although there was considerable range in dry 
weight (3425–5300 gm) there was much less in washed weight (2930–3575 gm). This is largely 
due to the sampling strategy, targeting dense, and hence presumably more informative, 
deposits. Highly fragmented, burnt and mixed deposits from oven scoops, for instance, would 
give quite different results. The percentage weight differences range from 64% (that is, the 
sample is 64% shell by weight) up to 97%. Of interest is the increasing shell density with 
depth in Pit 38—this is due to soils settling down into the midden from above, through the 
impact of farm machinery, animal (particularly earthworm) action, or percolating rainwater. 
The midden, when originally deposited, would have been much cleaner, much as it still was  

Table 1. Weight statistics of midden samples. 
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U14/1972   4590 3040 66.2 
U14/3218 F1  4735 3035 64.1 
U14/3218 F20  5300 3575 67.5 
U14/3218 F21  3655 3285 89.9 
U14/3218 F25  3715 3005 80.9 
U14/3218 F38 Sp1 0-150 4450 3340 75.1 
U14/3218 F38 Sp2 150-300 3975 2930 73.7 
U14/3218 F38 Sp3 300-450 3530 3230 91.5 
U14/3218 F38 Sp4 450-600 3505 3380 96.4 
U14/3218 F38 Sp5 600-750 3635 3555 97.8 
U14/3218 F38 Sp6 750-900 3435 3275 95.3 
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towards the base. In other cases soils, particularly charcoal rich soils, may have been deposited 
with the midden. This is the case with the U14/3218 Pit 1 sample. A measure of midden 
fragmentation, that is to say, how whole or crushed the shell is, can be obtained by comparing 
the number of counted shells with the washed weight (see next section). 

Shell 

Shell was sorted to species level and then counted. Whole or nearly whole hinges of bivalves 
were counted. Left and right were not distinguished and MNIs (Minimum Number of 
Individuals) were calculated by dividing the total by two. Whole or nearly whole terminal 
spires of gastropods were counted. The results are given in Table 2, as both MNIs and 
percentages per sample (full results are given in the Midden_analysis.xls file on the CD that 
accompanies this report). 

Table 2. Counts of shell by species. 
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U14/1972 213 33.1 372 57.8 1 0.2 45 7   1 0.2 6 0.9 6 0.9 644 212 
U14/3218 F1 137 48.4 41 14.5   105 37.1         283 93 
U14/3218 F20 133 38.6 205 59.4 1 0.3   1 0.3   2 0.6 3 0.9 345 97 
U14/3218 F21 404 80.6 76 15.2     19 3.8   1 0.2 1 0.2 501 153 
U14/3218 F25 277 89.4 32 10.3           1 0.3 310 103 
U14/3218 F38 Sp1 185 30 414 67.1 6 1 2 0.3 1 0.2 7 1.1 2 0.3   617 185 
U14/3218 F38 Sp2 126 22 323 56.4 100 17.5     21 3.7 1 0.2 2 0.3 573 196 
U14/3218 F38 Sp3 226 55.3 91 22.2 70 17.1     20 4.9 2 0.5   409 127 
U14/3218 F38 Sp4 334 73.1 120 26.3 1 0.2     1 0.2 1 0.2   457 135 
U14/3218 F38 Sp5 345 78.4 86 19.5 1 0.2     6 1.4   2 0.5 440 124 
U14/3218 F38 Sp6 379 84.8 43 9.6 1 0.2     24 5.4     447 136 

 
The most common species in every sample are pipi and cockle, which is usual for most coastal 
middens in New Zealand. Only occasionally are there significant proportions of other species: 
tutatua in Pit 38 Spits 2 and 3, mud snail in Pit 1, ostrich foot in Pit 21 (the isolated rua) or 
trough shells throughout Pit 38. These species, except for mud snail, are all large shells, and so 
their meat weight contribution would have been greater than is indicated by raw count alone. 

The proportions of the main species, however, are different in each sample. Nowhere is this 
more apparent than in the six samples from Pit 38, where the proportions of pipi change from 
22% in Spit 2, to 84.8% in Spit 6. Similarly, cockle goes from 67.1% in Spit 1 down to 9.6% in 
Spit 6 (Figure 32). At the same time, it was clear that this midden had been deposited as a 
single event, so these changes in the midden do not relate to different occupations or phases. 
The point is, firstly, that middens are varied in their composition, so that a single sample may 
not tell the whole story, and, secondly, this variation reflects variation in the use of site. This 
variation might arise form any number of sources, but once the shell is deposited in the 
midden this becomes obscured. 
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Figure 32. Proportions of shellfish species by spit, U14/3218 Pit 38. 

Another type of variation in the midden is in the size of the shells. From each sample 50 
specimens each of pipi and cockle were measured. Measurements were taken with digital 
callipers across the widest part of the shell parallel to the hinge. The results are summarised in 
Table 3 (full results are given in the Midden_analysis.xls file on the CD that accompanies this 
report). In some samples there were not 50 whole shells that could be measured.  

Table 3. Summary statistics for measured shell. 
 Cockle Pipi 
 n mean std dev n mean std dev 
U14/1972  50 19.42 4.12 50 44.77 14.69 
U14/3218 F1 9 18.08 4.52 14 49.38 11.83 
U14/3218 F20 42 20.74 3.31 19 42.4 18.92 
U14/3218 F21 50 19.29 2.88 50 44.56 16.28 
U14/3218 F25 32 27.16 2.12 50 54.26 7.31 
U14/3218 F38 Sp1 50 20.55 3.72 50 50.95 13.49 
U14/3218 F38 Sp2 50 20.6 3.59 50 52.65 10.47 
U14/3218 F38 Sp3 50 19.32 3.73 50 50.54 10.29 
U14/3218 F38 Sp4 50 21.97 2.66 50 52.02 10.24 
U14/3218 F38 Sp5 50 23.68 4.72 50 54.46 9.37 
U14/3218 F38 Sp6 50 20.06 2.33 50 51.71 7.7 

 
During the excavation of Pit 38 it was apparent that some of the shell, the cockle in particular, 
was very small (Figure 33). The summary statistics (mean and standard deviation) for the Pit 
38 samples are plotted in Figure 34. Again, there is some variation from top to bottom of the 
midden, but this is not particularly significant. The small size of the cockle is confirmed, 
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however, and as Table 3 shows, cockle across the whole site was small. This is either the result 
of human pressure on the cockle resource, or cockle gathering from a less than optimal (for 
cockles) environment, or both. Other human activities, such as clearing garden land, can 
affect the environment through processes like sedimentation. 

 

Figure 33. Shell in the exposed section of the U14/3218 Pit 38 midden showing very small cockle. 
Scale = 250 mm. 
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Figure 34. Means and standard deviations of cockle and pipi sizes by spit from U14/3218 Pit 38. 

Fish 

A number of fish bones were found in the samples: three from U14/1972, the rest from 
U14/3218 Pit 38. All were vertebrae. Although fish vertebrae are not usually identified in New 
Zealand midden analysis, two species seemed to be represented. Some, from U14/1972 and Pit 
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38 Spits 1–5, were identified as most probably mackerel (hature, Trachurus sp.), while the 
others, from every spit in Pit 38, could not be identified. All of these latter bones were small, 
though whether this represents a small species of fish, or juveniles of another species is not 
known. Mackerel were most often netted, particularly at creek mouths as they run with the 
tide (Best 1977: 53). However, fish do not seem to have been a major dietary component at 
these sites. 

Other midden material 

In addition to the shell and fishbone, four other bones were recovered from the midden fill of 
Pit 38. All were recovered during the shovel excavation—the excavated material was not 
sieved or sorted, indicating that further bone would most probably have been present in the 
midden. One was the shaft of a bird long bone that could not be further identified. The others 
were identified by Stuart Hawkins of Geometria Ltd as: 1 dog left tibia shaft; 1 dog right tibia 
shaft; and 1 dog left femur shaft with distinct cut marks on it near the proximal end of the 
shaft consistent with butchering, as well as some odd cut marks down the lateral side that are 
most likely consistent with skinning. 

Summary 

Compared with sites closer to the sea, such as at Papamoa, very little midden was recovered 
from the Rowesdale sites. Most of this was only preserved because it was deposited in pits or 
down steep slopes—any other midden that had been present would probably have been 
ploughed out in historic times. Even so, it seems that marine resources were not a major 
component of the diet of the inhabitants, and of this, almost all was shellfish. It is notable that 
the single dog represents a much greater weight of meat than all the fish recovered. Of course, 
it is quite possible that the Rowesdale inhabitants had access to coastal resources and disposed 
of their shell and fish bone at the coast. A restricted range of material on site can only be 
interpreted as a restricted set of activities on site, not in the day to day or seasonal round of the 
inhabitants. 

Artefacts 

Excavated artefacts consisted solely of stone flakes, which were analysed by Dr Marianne 
Turner (see Appendix A). All except two of these were obsidian. This was a high quality that 
was green in transmitted light and so can confidently be sourced to Mayor Island. The other 
two artefacts are one large flake, probably of greywacke; and a small weathered flake of basalt. 
While the weathering has obscured details, flake scars appear to be present on the latter 
suggesting adze manufacture or reworking. A summary of the flakes is given in Table 4 (full 
data are given in the Lithic_analysis.xls file on the CD that accompanies this report). 

Obsidian artefacts 

One of the obsidian pieces was a core, probably broken from a larger piece and now too small 
for further use (Figure 35). Two are small slivers of shatter, which is usually the by-product of 
making flakes, striking platform preparation, retouching of edges and edge damage. They are 
often too small to be considered useful. The remaining 21 pieces are true flakes. The flake 
assemblage, though small, exhibits considerable variation in terms of size, modification and 
use-wear. Flakes vary in size from 120 gm and over 100 mm maximum dimension to very 
small flakes 1 gm in weight and less than 10 mm maximum dimension.  
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Table 4. Summary of stone flakes. 
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 U14/3218        
1 F36 obsidian core 28 25 25  low broken/exhausted 
2 F35 obsidian flake 10 21 2  possible muka 
3 F504 obsidian flake 39 53 16 minute serration high wood 
4 F28 obsidian flake 27 36 6 retouch/notched high bone/heavy scraping 
5 F493 obsidian flake 26 24 4 minute serration probable wood 
6 F508 obsidian flake 10 32 6 grinding on bulb possible sandstone 
7 F507 obsidian flake 66 100 120 retouch high large ‘knife’ 
8 F507 obsidian flake 29 48 7 chipping high muka 
9 F507 obsidian flake 38 15 3 very faint high wood 
10 F507 obsidian flake 18 31 4 very faint high wood 
11 F502 obsidian flake 46 49 16 very faint high cutting 
12 F501 obsidian flake 24 59 5 random chipping high cutting 
13 F501 obsidian shatter 6 8 1 projecting corner possible muka 
14 F491 obsidian flake 10 21 2 very faint possible muka 
15 surface obsidian flake 60 58 27 minute serration high cutting/multi-purpose 
16 surface obsidian flake 56 36 11 random chipping high cutting 
17 surface obsidian flake 34 21 4 retouch and serration high wood/multi-purpose 
18 surface obsidian flake 30 29 4 all edges snapped possible cutting 
19 surface obsidian flake 26 25 3 notched possible  
20 surface obsidian shatter 19 14 2  possible muka 
21 surface obsidian flake 13 16 2 chipping probable wood 
22 surface obsidian flake 16 20 2 heavy bifacial damage probable wood/bone, on anvil  
 F27 greywacke flake 81 112 182 bruising high pecking 
 F493 basalt? shatter 9 8 1  low adze flake? 
 U14/1972        
23 surface obsidian flake 38 43 7 minute serration high wood? 
24 surface obsidian flake 27 40 5 minute serration high wood? 

 
Use wear 

The most valuable characteristic of obsidian is its sharpness and in prehistory a major use 
would have been the cutting of soft materials like fibre and flesh, especially the preparation of 
flax fibre, or muka. It was used to make the initial cut across the outer leaf to access the fibres 
inside. Very small flakes can be used for this task and those with sharp edges and projections 
are ideal. Unfortunately, this leaves no visible use-wear and to classify these flakes as unused 
on the basis of this evidence risks misinterpretation, so each flake is categorised according to 
its potential usefulness in addition to identifying what it may have most useful for. Five small 
flakes of this nature were identified in this collection as possibly being used in muka 
manufacture (Table 4). 

The remainder of the flakes all had some visible damage or/and modification. This 
usewear/modification was identified in hand specimen and by employing the use of low 
magnification. It can be difficult to differentiate edge damage as a result of use or deliberate 
edge modification from damage that may have occurred as a result of discard, trampling or 
other post-deposition factors. Apart from the flakes found within features, particularly within 
the postholes from House 1 of the palisaded site (features numbering between 491 and 508),  
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Figure 35. A selection of obsidian artefacts from the palisaded site U14/3218. Photo Tim Mackrell. 

these artefacts came from the plough zone, which could explain much of the visible edge 
damage. Damage from use or deliberate modification will usually appear to be less random 
than damage from discard or post-depositional processes. Some flakes exhibit random 
chipping but all had ideal sharp, low-angled edges for cutting soft materials thus it is probable 
that they were used prior to discard, when the chipping may have occurred.  

Fifteen flakes showed damage and modification that suggested either more intensive use 
or/and use on harder materials like wood or even bone. Usewear experiments (Turner n.d) 
have shown that obsidian can be surprisingly effective with hard materials if used in a sawing, 
cutting or scraping motion. This has proved to be particularly the case with Mayor Island 
obsidian which may be stronger than obsidian from other sources, and can produce larger 
flakes. These are stronger than smaller ones, as well as having the potential for a greater range 
of uses.  

Nine flakes exhibit minute serration, the type of damage that has been replicated in 
experiments from scraping wood. Obsidian is useful for this task, especially for rounded 
shafts, and gives a clean smooth finish. The scraping of rounded shafts may explain the 
presence of notches on the edges of two of the flakes. The heavy damage on N4 may suggest 
use on an even harder material like bone (Figure 35).  

The largest obsidian flake, N7, is a robust tool, with a straight long edge at the distal margin 
and a slightly concave lateral margin (Figure 35). It would have been ideal for heavy cutting 
tasks like cutting off bunches of flax, butchering or even sawing bone. The lateral margin and 
striking platform may have been retouched to improve handling.  
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N6 has the most unusual evidence of modification; grinding on the bulb of percussion. The 
edges have been snapped, with one small localized notched area. The damage would seem to 
be caused by the flake being rubbed against sandstone, but the purpose is unclear. The 
snapped edges make the flake easier to hold so that it could be used in this way. This has been 
observed on flakes of other materials, such as Tahanga basalt, but would seem to be most 
unusual for obsidian.  

Some flakes exhibit a range of use wear/modification patterns suggesting multipurpose use.  

Greywacke artefact 

This flake is the largest artefact in the assemblage. Several edges exhibit use wear. One lateral 
margin has bifacial chipping and crushing damage, the other has more extensive crushing. 
From experimental evidence, this type of damage is consistent with use as a pecking tool. Use 
could have involved crushing/pulverizing soft materials on an anvil or an activity like pecking 
a groove on a sinker. 

Discussion 

Mayor Island obsidian is the dominant material in this assemblage, probably reflecting its 
availability. While ideally suited to cutting, it is also effective for other tasks, probably more so 
than other sources of obsidian. The size and purity of the parent material allows flakes of 
varying sizes to be made. Additionally, when this material is locally available and in plentiful 
supply, it can be used briefly and discarded rather than conserved. Obsidian is notably easier 
and faster to flake than other materials available in the Tauranga area, such as chert or basalt, 
and this is important not only in making the initial flakes but in the rejuvenation of a sharp 
edge. 

This assemblage, though small, shows a range of flake sizes with a range of use-wear and 
modification. Over half the obsidian flakes (65.2%) exhibited visible use-wear and/or 
modification. It is likely that the majority of other flakes were also used, given that they 
presented sharp fine edges and projections that would have made them ideal cutting tools. 
Preparation of flax fibre was probably a major use of obsidian flakes, as a constant supply was 
probably needed by both men, for fishing lines, lashings, etc.; and women, for clothing, mats, 
etc. Large ‘knives’ like N7 would be ideal for cutting the flax from the bush while small fine 
flakes were useful for making the cut across the leaf to prepare muka. Unless used against an 
anvil, however, such use is not likely to leave any use-wear. 

The variation seen among the flakes showing visible use-wear and damage reflects the use of 
obsidian in tasks on harder materials, probably in the manufacture of wood and bone 
artefacts. No artefacts of flax, wood or bone were recovered, but lithic analyses of this kind 
provide strong indirect evidence of their former presence on the site. 

The artefacts associated with House 1 from the palisaded site show as much variation as the 
assemblage as a whole. These include the N7 ‘knife’ and the flake with the ground bulb of 
percussion, as well as flakes with considerable retouch and others with only minute serration 
damage. Evidently a wide range of activities was carried out here, including preparing flax, 
wood and/or bone working and even working sandstone. 

Environmental analysis 

Environments have significant impacts on human settlement and subsistence patterns. 
Humans must adapt their housing and food procurement to the environments in which they 
live. At the same time, humans have equally significant impacts on the environment; human 
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culture and environment must constantly adapt to each other. Understanding this gives us 
further insights into the timing, nature and extent of occupation. 

Microfossil analysis 

Samples for microfossil analysis were collected from the bases of three pits (U14/3218 Pits 28 
and 38 and U14/3235 Pit 33) and one posthole from U14/3235 House 3 (Feature 49), for both 
environmental analysis and to look for evidence of pit use in the form of kumara starch 
grains. The latter has been discussed already (see page 25, above). The environmental aspect 
of the analysis is reported here. Analysis was carried out by Dr Mark Horrocks of Microfossil 
Research Ltd (see Appendix B). Environmental microfossil analysis relies on the identification 
of either pollens or phytoliths (particles of silica formed in flowers, stems, leaves and roots of 
many higher plants) that are specific to particular plants, enabling the reconstruction of the 
vegetation present in the environment. 

Relative proportions of the different pollen and spore types are shown in Figure 36. Pollen 
assemblages are dominated by spores of Cyathea tree ferns and, except for the sample from 
U14/3235 Feature 49, bracken (Pteridium esculentum). Hornwort (Anthocerotae) spores are 
recorded in all samples except Feature 49. Except for high values of Shizosporis spores in 
sample U14/3218 Pit 28, all other pollen types record insignificant values. No European-
introduced pollen types were found. Microscopic charcoal is present in all samples in high 
concentrations. 
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Figure 36. Percentage pollen diagram of analysed samples (+ represents types found after initial 
count). 

Biogenic silica is present in high concentrations and shows generally good preservation. 
Relative proportions of the different types are shown in Figure 37. Phytolith assemblages are 
dominated by trees. Except for sample U14/3235 Pit 33, which records high values of grass 
phytoliths, all other biogenic silica types record low values.  
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Figure 37. Percentage biogenic silica diagram of analysed samples (+ represents types found after 
initial count). 

The moderate to poor preservation of pollen and spores is common in archaeological sites 
and probably results from alternate wetting and drying of the porous tephra soils, resulting in 
a high rate of decomposition. Particles of biogenic silica on the other hand, being non-
organic, are better preserved in most environments. 

The high concentrations of microscopic charcoal in the samples reflect local human-made 
fires. The significant values of spores of bracken and hornworts, alongside the very low values 
or absence of pollen of forest species, indicate a high degree of local forest disturbance. 
Hornworts, tiny inconspicuous plants, colonise freshly exposed soils and bracken ferns 
commonly colonise newly burnt areas or soils that have been depleted through over-
gardening. It must be noted, however, that high proportions of Cyathea and bracken spores 
are almost certainly due to better preservation of fern spores over the pollen of flowering 
plants. 

The high tree values in the phytolith assemblage appears to be at odds with the low tree pollen 
values. This is in large part a reflection of the long history of predominant forest cover in New 
Zealand, and the relatively recent arrival of people—forest tree phytoliths survive from pre-
human occupations (Kondo et al. 1994). Phytolith types, though they cannot be identified to 
such a fine degree as pollens, include nikau (Rhopalostylis sapida), southern beech (other than 
silver beech) (Fuscopsora spp.), rewarewa (Knightia excelsa), kamahi (Weinmannia racemosa), 
tawa (Bielschmeidia tawa), pohutukawa (Metrosideros excelsa) and rata (Metrosideros robusta). 

The posthole from U14/3235 House 3 is slightly different from the pits, showing much less 
bracken spores and a different balance of tree phytoliths. It has been proposed that pits may 
have had something like bracken on their floors, but with only one non-pit feature to 
compare them with little can be said beyond proposing that this may be the case here. 
Bracken would probably have been kept clear of living and cooking areas. 

Charcoal analysis 

By identifying excavated charcoal to species level a different view of the local vegetation at the 
time of occupation can be obtained. Charcoal from secure contexts in archaeological sites is 
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generally the result of wood being burnt by the occupants for heating or cooking. Charcoal, 
therefore, shows a specific aspect of the environment deliberately exploited by people. Few 
earth ovens were excavated, which is the most common source of archaeological charcoal, but 
charcoal samples were taken from three features and identified by Dr Rod Wallace of the 
Anthropology Department, University of Auckland (see Appendix C). While not enough on 
their own to make any definitive statements about the environment of the sites, when 
combined with similar analyses from other sites in the Waimapu a very useful picture of the 
wider environment and vegetation clearance will emerge. 

The samples from U14/3218 Feature 32 and U14/3235 Feature 28 are both dominated by 
broadleaf trees, indicating a disturbed vegetation regime, perhaps secondary regrowth forets 
or even isolated trees. This is a common situation in such analyses. It must be remembered 
that charcoal from earth ovens represents wood that has been gathered for burning, so the 
sites are not located within this broadleaf vegetation, rather the tress are close by and are the 
most convenient source of wood. In this respect the sample from U14/3235 Feature 61 is 
rather different, being dominated by puriri (Vitex lucens), matai (Pruimnopitys taxifolia) and 
totara (Podocarpus totara). While these woods may persist as relict logs and stumps in the 
landscape after forest clearance, it is equally likely that they remained relatively undisturbed in 
the gully directly east of the site and were gathered from there. 

Charcoal analyses have been carried out at two other investigations in the Waimapu, both at 
Oropi: at U14/1945, Oropi Downs (Campbell and Piahana 2003); and at U14/1920 and 
U14/3193, Cheyne Road (Furey 2004). These all give broadly comparable results: the 
assemblages are, in general, dominated by broadleaf trees such as puriri, rewarewa, mahoe 
(Melictys ramiflorus) and tarairi (Beilschmiedia tarairi), with occasional conifers, particularly 
kahikatea (Dacrycarpus dacrydioides), matai and totara. The broad interpretation of this 
pattern is of a broadleaf forest, indicating previous disturbance, often presumed to be human 
in origin, to the vegetation. An undisturbed forest with a mature vegetation community 
would consist largely of a mixed podocarp/broadleaf forest. However, in the case of the 
western Bay of Plenty, the widespread deposition of the Kaharoa tephra around AD 1310 
(Hogg et al. 2003) could also account for this kind of disturbance. 

Summary 

The microfossil and charcoal analyses together present a fuller picture of the environment 
than either would alone. The microfossil evidence shows that the local environment was 
heavily disturbed, though the phytolith evidence shows that a variety of forest trees had been 
present beforehand. The charcoal evidence shows that a broadleaf forest, or remnant forest, 
was available to provide firewood somewhere nearby, and even some conifers, either as a 
stand of trees or relict wood. The probable sequence of events is initial vegetation disturbance 
by the Kaharoa ash fall, followed by some regeneration and subsequent human exploitation of 
the landscape, which became more intense through time, culminating in the occupation on 
the excavated sites, and others like them in the Waimapu. 

Chronology 

Two types of chronology are discussed here: relative chronology, where one feature can be 
shown to be older or younger than another due to their stratigraphic relationship; and 
absolute chronology, where the age of a feature can be fixed in calendar years, in this case by 
radiocarbon dating. 

Phasing 

While there were no stratigraphic layers, in the classic sense of one deposit directly overlying 
another, encountered in any of the sites, in many places it was apparent that pits overlapped 
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each other. Where this has happened one pit will have been constructed, filled in and then cut 
by the second pit. Generally the relations between pits are fairly clear, though with the 
homogenous fill of the pits from these sites it is often difficult to distinguish which pit cuts 
which. Excavation almost always clears up any ambiguities, but these investigations did not 
prioritise pit excavation. Consequently the phasing outlined here should be regarded as 
probable rather than definite. 

Another way of phasing pit sites is to look at the orientation of the pits—if, as an example, 
one group of pits is oriented north–south while another is oriented at 15°, then it might be 
expected that the two groups were dug and used at different times. This will often be 
confirmed if pits from one group consistently cuts those from the other, but this is not the 
case for the U14/3218 eastern pit cluster (Figure 3). Here Pits 1, 4 and 5 are a little isolated 
and on a north east–south west orientation, while the majority of pits are on an east–west 
orientation and arranged in a north–south line. This indicates two separate, though not 
necessarily unrelated, occupations of the site. Given that Pit 1 was left open after it ceased to 
be used it probably comes from the last phase of occupation. Even within each occupation 
some phasing is apparent: the small bin Pit 4 cuts Pit 5; Pits 9 and 10 are cut by Pits 8 and 11 
respectively; while in the case of Pits 12, 16, 17 and 18 three phases are apparent with Pit 17 
cut by Pit 16, and then both cut by Pits 12 and 18. These latter two conform to the pattern of 
a large pit with a smaller, deep pit off one end. It may be that the isolated Pits 13, 14 and 15 
group with Pit 17. Pits 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 16 and 18 at least can be assigned to the same phase, 
even though there are sub-phases within the occupation. The pattern is one of repeated, small 
scale occupations, perhaps as many as 6. We could include the isolated pit features here as 
well: Pits 20 and 22 clearly form a group, while the rua Pit 21 probably also represents an 
isolated occupation. 

At the palisaded site a similar process can be used to distinguish several possible phases. The 
most phases that can be distinguished from intercutting pits is three (bearing in mind that 
they were not excavated): a cluster of five pits in the centre of the site shows Pit 332 to be 
earliest; it is then cut by Pit 333; which is in turn cut by Pit 334; Pits 335 and 337 would 
appear to be contemporaneous with the earliest, Pit 332. The only intercutting pits that were 
excavated were Pits 26 and 27, with the latter cutting the former. House 1 clearly overlies Pit 
486, while House 2 is cut by Pit 90, so that a number of phases, repeated occupations and 
changing uses of different parts of the site are evident. All these features are neatly contained 
within the palisade, so all are clearly related. While we don’t know how long pits would have 
been used for before being filled and new ones dug, three clear phases indicate that perhaps 
occupation of the site lasted a decade or more. Construction of pits, houses, etc., was probably 
occurring constantly across the site, so that the phases that can be seen may not have been at 
all distinct during occupation. Again, the relationship between the palisaded site and the other 
components of U14/3218 is unclear, but it seems unlikely that they would be contemporary 
with the larger site so close by. U14/3218, then, represents many repeated occupations, some 
related to each other more directly than others, some perhaps not closely related at all. The 
next section gives a date range to these occupations. 

U14/3235 is also amenable to this type of analysis. It has already been noted that there are two 
main pit orientations here: north–south and east–west, with the latter cutting the former, for 
instance Pit 39 cuts Pit 40, and Pit 14 cuts Pit 62 (Figure 22). The exception is Pit 18, which 
appeared to cut Pit 14; however, this may be an instance of an ambiguity that could have been 
cleared up through excavation. The feature is quite irregular in shape and has probably been 
disturbed. The group of earth ovens and houses in the north east also indicated just two 
phases of occupation. The north–south pits show some sub-phasing, with Pit 11 cut by Pit 12, 
and Pit 19 cut by Pit 20, but generally there seem to be two discrete but closely related phases, 
with the second phase containing the larger and longer pits. This is in contrast to U14/3218, 
though the site seems to be as well contained as the palisaded site. 
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Radiocarbon dating 

Seven samples were submitted from the three sites (Table 5). Unfortunately, very little datable 
material was excavated from U14/3235, so only one sample was submitted from here, from 
Feature 61, an earth oven containing a lot of broken and burnt shell. Cockle shell appeared to 
be less burnt, and more common, than pipi shell, and so this was selected out for dating 
(midden analysis was not carried out, but a charcoal sample was extracted for environmental 
analysis). Five samples were taken from U14/3218: one shell sample from Pit 1 in the eastern 
pit cluster; one shell sample from Pit 21, the isolated rua; shell samples from the Pits 25 and 
38; and a charcoal sample consisting of mahoe and fivefinger from the earth oven Feature 32. 
A shell sample from the U14/1972 midden was also submitted. The results are given in Table 
5 (see also Appendix D). 

Table 5. Radiocarbon samples and results (shell weights to nearest 5 g), calibrated with OxCal 
3.10 (Bronk-Ramsey 2005), using the marine calibration curve (Marine04) (Hughen et al. 
2004) and the southern hemisphere calibration curve (ShCal04) (McCormac et al. 2004). 
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Wk16946 U14/1972 shell 70 818 ± 31 1.2 ± 0.2 1455–1515 1430–1560 
Wk16950 U14/3218 F1 shell 75 799 ± 31 1.2 ± 0.2 1460–1530 1440–1620 
Wk16947 U14/3218 F21 shell 75 783 ± 31 1.5 ± 0.2 1470–1545 1450–1630 
Wk16948 U14/3218 F25 shell 90 802 ± 32 0.8 ± 0.2 1460–1525 1440–1620 
Wk16949 U14/3218 F38 shell 70 763 ± 31 1.6 ± 0.2 1480–1575 1460–1640 
Wk16952 U14/3218 F32 charcoal 8.6 447 ± 32 -30.1 ± 0.2 1445–1500 1430–1510 (78.7%)

1570–1630 (16.7%)
Wk16951 U14/3235 F61 shell 60 745 ± 31 0.8 ± 0.2 1500–1620 1480–1650 
 
All seven dates from all sites cluster fairly evenly in the late 15th to 16th centuries AD. None 
of them can be statistically distinguished from each other, and so only give a general period of 
occupation. We can’t use this data to put the sites in some sort of chronological order. These 
dates can also be compared with other dates from the Waimapu area (Campbell 2003, 2004b, 
2004c; Furey 2004), of which there are now a total of 16 (Figure 38). All of these dates fall 
within the same general range, and all are reasonably early in the prehistoric sequence for 
New Zealand, and as early as any dates for the wider Tauranga region. They are similar, for 
instance, to the dates from the Papamoa dune system, and slightly predate the establishment 
of pa in the upper North Island (Schmidt 1996). This suggests that by the late 15th century a 
wide ranging expansion of population and settlement, clearance of bush some distance inland 
from the coast and most likely a broadening of the subsistence base had taken place in the 
Western Bay of Plenty, some 200–250 years after the initial settlement of New Zealand (see 
also Furey 2004: 31). Unfortunately we lack any evidence of initial occupation around 
Tauranga, so that the baseline from which these processes occurred remains unknown, but 
the process of expansion is becoming better understood through ongoing work in areas like 
Papamoa and the Waimapu. By the middle of the 17th century at the latest, and probably 
somewhat earlier, occupation of the Waimapu had ceased, though it is not yet clear where the 
new population centres were. 
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Figure 38. Recent calibrated dates from the Waimapu area, with dates from U14/1972, U14/3218 
and U14/3235 shown in black (data from Campbell 2003, 2004b, 2004c; Furey 2004). 

Summary 

It is becoming increasingly apparent that the main occupation of the Waimapu was early, 
perhaps as early as AD 1450, and it was soon abandoned, after maybe only 200 years, perhaps 
less. The environmental evidence indicates that there was some exploitation of the area prior 
to AD 1450. The archaeological evidence of the excavated sites shows a sudden increase in this 
exploitation, which takes the form of repeated occupations. This, coupled with the high site 
density, provides a picture of intense activity over a fairly brief period. 

Discussion and conclusion 

The excavation of these three sites advances our understanding of the pre-European 
occupation of the Waimapu and the western Bay of Plenty as a whole. These investigations 
were concerned with the nature and variation in occupation, as well as its timing and 
duration. Also some understanding of the relationship between the occupations and the 
natural environment was an important topic of research. 

The sites are dominated by kumara storage pits, but some features were found for the first 
time in the Waimapu, specifically houses and an extensive palisade. The palisaded site is the 
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largest site excavated so far. Although only two definite houses were found there were strong 
hints of several others, so that while the pits outnumber the other features, the site can be 
referred to as a small, semi-permanent village. It was neatly contained within the palisade, 
which served as both a site boundary and a highly visible marker of the presence of the 
occupants and their right to the land. Intercutting pits, and house outlines cutting and being 
cut by pits, as well as repairs to the palisade, give some indication of the length of the 
occupation: at least a decade and maybe more. 

The eastern pit cluster, while considerably smaller, was in many ways more complex. There 
were as many as six phases represented here, some of which probably relate to different 
occupations of the site. The palisaded site was discretely contained, but the remainder of 
features included under the heading U14/3218 were much more dispersed. They represent a 
series of short-term, small occupations apparently concerned entirely with kumara storage, 
though any evidence of domestic structures may have been ploughed away. 

U14/3235 was the other site that contained evidence of housing. Though not surrounded by a 
palisade it was as discretely contained as the palisaded site. Occupation consisted of two 
distinct phases. In each phase the bulk of the site was used for kumara storage while the north 
east corner was used each time for cooking and housing. 

Although the sites demonstrate multiple phases of use, the phases at the palisaded site and at 
U14/3235 are clearly related—in each case they are part of a single occupation. This is not the 
case for the eastern pit cluster. The radiocarbon dates place the occupations generally between 
AD 1450 and 1650 (which is the same time range as elsewhere in the Waimapu), so that a 
picture of varied occupation, ranging between small-scale, short-term kumara storage 
facilities to semi-permanent palisaded villages, in use at various times, emerges. This seems to 
have been the pattern from throughout the sequence, until the Waimapu was abandoned. The 
radiocarbon method is not fine enough to distinguish early from late periods in a 200 year 
timeframe, but changes in settlement and subsistence during the sequence may come clear 
with future research. 

None of the sites excavated so far is indicative of particularly high status persons or 
communities. Rather they indicate small scale groups at the whanau level, occupying and 
using the landscape in a fluid and flexible way. The palisaded site stands out, but really it is 
different only in scale, not in kind. 

What we don’t know is where people lived prior to this occupation. We might expect that 
occupation was centred on the Tauranga Harbour, and perhaps the Kaituna River mouth, and 
from there spread inland along the Waimapu (and probably other valleys) and to Papamoa 
around AD 1450, which is only some 200 years after the initial Polynesian settlement of New 
Zealand. However, we lack the evidence of early sites to back up this hypothesis. Papamoa 
continued to be occupied until about AD 1750, but the Waimapu seems to have been 
abandoned 100 years before this. We don’t know why, though environmental degradation is a 
probable contributing factor. Future work in the Waimapu will fill out the current 
understanding and answer some of the questions this investigation has posed. 
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Appendix A: Lithic analysis 

Marianne Turner 

Introduction 

The collection comprises 26 artefacts: 24 from site U14/3218 and two from site U14/1972. All 
but two artefacts (both from U14/3218) are obsidian, all of which can be sourced with 
confidence to Mayor Island. Characteristics that confirm this source are primarily that they 
are all green in transmitted light. Typical also of Mayor Island obsidian is the lack of 
inclusions, little evidence of flaws and a very low incidence of cortex (only one small flake has 
cortex present). The latter in particular suggests origins from the large blocks and boulders 
that are commonly found at coastal locations around the island. From these, sizable pieces 
can be readily extracted (personal observation; Sheppard 2004).  

The other two artefacts are of different materials. One is a large flake of sedimentary origin, 
probably greywacke. The other is a small weathered flake of a finer-grained material, possibly 
basalt. While the weathering has obscured details, flake scars appear to be present suggesting 
adze manufacture or reworking. 

Obsidian Artefacts  

There are 24 obsidian artefacts. One core was identified; this was probably broken from a 
larger piece and can now be considered ‘exhausted’, that is, no longer useful for the removal 
of flakes due to its small size and the lack of suitable striking platforms. Two small slivers are 
what I call ‘shatter’. Shatter is usually the byproduct of making flakes, striking platform 
preparation, retouching of edges and edge damage (see also Holdaway 2004). They are often 
too small to be considered useful (but see below). The remainder are flakes (N = 21).  

It is likely that every person owned a core of obsidian. When tools were needed for a range of 
purposes, flakes were struck from the core and then either used directly without any 
modification or less commonly retouched into a specific tool. Once a natural edge was blunt, 
occasionally the edge was rejuvenated by retouching (flaking) to restore sharpness.  

This assemblage, though small, exhibits considerable variation in terms of flake size, 
modification and use-wear. Flakes vary in size from 120 g and over 100 mm maximum 
dimension to very small flakes 1 g in weight and less than 10 mm maximum dimension.  

Use wear 

The most valuable characteristic of obsidian is its sharpness thus, in prehistory, it was the 
cutting material par excellence. In New Zealand a major use would have been related to the 
cutting of soft materials like fibre and flesh. A major activity was probably the cutting of flax 
and the preparation of flax fibre (muka) especially making the initial cut across the outer leaf 
to access the silken fibres within. Very small flakes can be used for this task and those with 
sharp edges and projections are ideal.  

The problem for analysts is that such usage leaves no visible use-wear and to classify these 
flakes as unused on the basis of this evidence risks misinterpretation. I overcome this problem 
by evaluating the use potential of each flake in addition to identifying what it may have most 
useful for. Five small flakes of this nature (including those classified as ‘shatter’) were 
identified in this collection as possibly being used in muka manufacture. N2, N13 and N14 
had no visible use wear but all had sharp edges and naturally projecting corners, and could be 
comfortably held in the hand to make the initial cut in the outer flax leaf. Two other flakes 
may have had a similar purpose (N18 and N12). In the case of N18 all edges have been 
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snapped off creating sharp projections. It is by no means clear, however, that this was done 
deliberately, and the damage may have been accidental. 

The remainder of the flakes all had some visible damage or/and modification. This 
usewear/modification was identified in hand specimen and by employing the use of an 
‘optivisor’ (low magnification). Again it can be difficult to identify damage that may have 
occurred as a result of discard or after (breaking/chipping on discard impact or as a result of 
trampling after discard) from damage as an outcome of use. Random snapping and chipping 
at edges may be likely the result of the former. N8, N16 and N20 are examples of edges 
exhibiting random chipping but all had ideal sharp low angled edges for cutting soft materials 
thus it is probable that they were used prior to discard.  

15 flakes showed damage and modification that suggested either more intensive use or/and 
use on harder materials like wood or even bone. Usewear experiments (Turner n.d) have 
shown that obsidian can be surprisingly effective with hard materials if used in a sawing, 
cutting or scraping motion. This has proved to be particularly the case with Mayor Island 
obsidian which may be stronger than other sources. Again this may relate to the relative 
purity of this material and to the size of the flakes that can be made from it given the larger 
boulders and banks that comprise the parent material (personal observation); larger flakes are 
definitely stronger than smaller ones, as well as having the potential for a greater range of 
uses.  

N15, N16 and N11 are fine examples of good sized flakes with ideal sharp low angled edges 
for generalized cutting. N20 and N8, though smaller, were probably used in a similar way.  

N3, N5, N9, N10, N15, N17, N21, N23 and N24 have edge damage akin to ‘minute serration’ 
the type of damage that has been replicated in experiments from scraping wood. Obsidian can 
be useful for this task especially for rounded shafts and for a clean smooth finish. The 
scraping of rounded shafts may explain the presence of notches on some flake edges 
particularly when accompanied by edge wear—N4 and N19 are examples in this collection. 
The heavy damage on N4 may suggest use on an even harder material like bone.  

The largest obsidian flake (N7) could be properly called a ‘knife’. A robust tool, it has an ideal 
straight long edge at the distal margin and a slightly concave lateral margin. Such a tool would 
have been ideal for heavy cutting tasks like cutting off bunches of flax, butchering tasks or 
even sawing bone. The retouch to the lateral margin and striking platform may have been 
done to improve handling.  

N4 and N22 are small flakes that exhibit heavy damage and retouch. N22 is unusual in being 
quite a small fine flake yet indicating quite heavy use. Both were obviously used – probably in 
scraping motion against hard materials like wood or bone. The top of N4 may have been 
snapped to facilitate handling especially where considerable pressure is applied. The notch on 
this flake suggests the cleaning down of a round shaft but other edges also exhibit heavy 
crushing and chipping damage.  

N6 has the most unusual evidence of modification – grinding on the bulb of percussion. 
Edges are snapped with one small localized notched area. The damage was obviously caused 
by the flake been rubbed against sand stone but the purpose is unclear. The snapped edges 
make the flake easier to hold in a way that it could be used against sandstone. Perhaps the 
flake was instrumental in fashioning an item from sandstone such as a file but this is the first 
case I have seen of an obsidian flake exhibiting this sort of modification though I have seen it 
on flakes of other materials (Tahanga basalt for example).  

Some flakes exhibit a range of use wear/modification patterns suggesting multipurpose use. 
The best example of this is N17. One fine sharp lateral margin has very faint minute serration 
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but the other – probably originally as sharp and fine – has been retouched and used as a 
scraper or saw. This may be an example of one edge being more extensively used than the 
other. Other flakes like N3 may have been used initially for cutting and then scraping.  

Greywacke artefact 

This flake is the largest artefact in the assemblage. Several edges exhibit use wear. Again this 
may be a tool where one edge has been used more extensively than the other. One lateral 
margin has bifacial chipping and crushing damage, the other has more extensive crushing. 
From experimental evidence, this type of damage is consistent with use as a pecking tool. Use 
could have involved crushing/pulverizing soft materials on an anvil or an activity like pecking 
a groove on a sinker. 

Discussion 

Mayor Island obsidian is the dominant material in this assemblage possibly reflecting its 
availability. While ideally suited to cutting tasks, experiments with Mayor Island obsidian 
have demonstrated that it is effective in a range of other tasks, probably more so than other 
sources of obsidian. The size and purity of the parent material allows flakes of varying sizes to 
be made. Additionally when this material is locally available, in plentiful supply and easily 
extracted, there are not the constraints on use as was probably the case in South Island 
settlements. A commonly overlooked but possibly influential characteristic is that, relative to 
other materials commonly used as flake tools (for example in the Taurnaga area, chert or 
basalt), obsidian is notably easier and faster to flake and this is important not only in making 
the initial flakes but in the rejuvenation of a sharp edge. 

Only one piece from an obsidian core was present. This is not surprising given that cores were 
probably only discarded once no further useful flakes could be removed from them or they 
were broken like this specimen.  

This assemblage, though small, shows a range of flake sizes with a range of use-wear and 
modification. Over half the obsidian flakes (65.2%) exhibited visible use-wear and/or 
modification. It is likely that the majority of other flakes were used also given that they 
presented sharp fine edges and projections that would have made them ideal cutting tools. 
Preparation of flax fibre was probably a major use of obsidian flakes as a constant supply was 
probably needed by both men (fishing lines, lashings) and women (clothing – cloaks). Large 
‘knives’ like N7 would be ideal for cutting the flax from the bush while small fine flakes were 
useful for making the cut across the leaf to enable the removal of the silken fibre within. 
Unless used against an anvil, however, such use is not likely to leave any use-wear. More 
specialized cutting functions like shaving and hair cutting as well as ritual scarification may 
have resulted in flakes being discarded in special places.  

The variation seen among the flakes showing visible use-wear and damage reflects the use of 
obsidian in tasks on harder materials – probably in the manufacture of wood and bone 
artefacts. Though no artefacts of fibre, wood or bone were recovered, the value of these 
humble flake tools is that they bear witness to these items once being present enabling 
archaeologists to at least partially reconstruct some of the activities that took place at the site.  
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Appendix B: Microfossil analysis 

Mark Horrocks, Microfossil Research Ltd 

Methods 

Palynology 

Palynological analysis includes pollen grains of seed plants and spores of other plants such as 
ferns, fungi and algae, and microscopic charcoal. It provides insight into palaeo-vegetation 
and environment, and the presence or absence of modern pollen types allows differentiation 
of historic and prehistoric deposits. In a New Zealand context, pollen may also provide direct 
evidence of introduced Polynesian plants, namely bottle gourd (Lagenaria ciceraria) and 
paper mulberry (Broussonetia papyrifera), and European crops such as maize (Zea mays).  

Samples were prepared for pollen analysis by the standard acetylation and hydrofluoric acid 
method (Moore et al. 1994). For each sample, at least 100 pollen grains and spores were 
counted, and slides were scanned for types not found during the count. Algal spores, in this 
case from Schizosporis, were excluded from the sum upon which percentages were calculated. 

Biogenic silica analysis 

Biogenic silica includes phytoliths, diatoms and sponge spicules. Phytoliths are particles of 
silica formed in inflorescences, stems, leaves and roots of many higher plants. Diatoms are 
unicellular algae found in aquatic and sub-aquatic environments and have cell walls 
composed of silica. Sponges, exclusively aquatic, are multi-cellular animals with an internal 
skeleton often composed of siliceous spicules. Sponges and diatoms are found in both marine 
and freshwater environments. Biogenic silica analysis compliments pollen analysis and, 
because silica is generally more resistant than pollen to bio-chemical degradation, is also 
useful when pollen is not preserved. Phytoliths (like pollen) may provide direct evidence of 
bottle gourd and paper mulberry.  

Samples were prepared for biogenic silica analysis by density separation (Horrocks 2005). For 
each sample, at least 100 phytoliths were counted, and slides were scanned for biogenic silica 
types not found during the count. Diatoms and sponge spicules were excluded from the sum 
upon which percentages were calculated. 

Starch and other residues 

This analysis includes starch grains, calcium oxylate crystals and xylem cells. Occasionally 
other types of plant material, such as leaf epidermis, are also found. Starch is the main 
substance of food storage for plants and is mostly found in underground stems (e.g., tubers, 
corms), and roots and seeds. In a New Zealand context, starch residue analysis may provide 
direct evidence of Polynesian starch crops, namely kumara (Ipomoea batatas), taro (Colocasia 
esculenta) and yams (Dioscorea spp.), and European crops such as potato (Solanum 
tuberosum). Starch is usually present as very high concentrations of colourless grains, which 
show a characteristic extinction (‘Maltese’) cross under cross-polarised light. When grains 
lose their structure due to heating or bio-chemical degradation they gelatinise, causing 
progressive loss of the cross, swelling and discolouration. Calcium oxylate crystals are mainly 
found in plants as either raphides (needle-like) or druses (compound spherical crystals with 
many component crystals projecting from their surfaces). The family which taro belongs to, 
the Araceae (aroids), is characterised by extremely high concentrations of raphides. Xylem is a 
complex vascular tissue through which most of the water and minerals of a plant is 
conducted, and is characterised by the presence of tracheary elements with distinctive 
thickenings.  
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Starch and other residues were prepared for analysis by density separation (Horrocks 2005). 
For each sample, slides were scanned and presence/absence of residues was noted. 

Results 

Palynology 

Pollen and spores in the samples show moderate to poor preservation. Relative proportions of 
the different pollen and spore types are shown in Figure 36. Pollen assemblages are dominated 
by spores of Cyathea tree ferns and except for sample F49, bracken (Pteridium) fern. 
Hornwort (Anthocerotae) spores are recorded in all samples except F49. Except for high 
values of Shizosporis spores in sample F28, all other pollen types record insignificant values. 
No European-introduced pollen types were found. Microscopic charcoal is present in all 
samples in high concentrations. 

Biogenic silica 

Biogenic silica is present in high concentrations and shows generally good preservation. 
Relative proportions of the different types are shown in Figure 37. Phytolith assemblages are 
dominated by trees, notably spherical nodular, smooth, spinulose and verrucose types. Except 
for sample F33 which records high values of grass (Poaceae) phytoliths (notably chionochloid 
and festucoid), all other biogenic silica types record low values.  

Starch and other residues 

Significant starch or other residues were not found in any of the samples. 

Interpretation 

The moderate to poor preservation of pollen and spores is not unexpected for archaeological 
sites and strongly suggests a high degree of soil porosity at the sampled sites, in which 
alternate wetting and drying has resulted in a high rate of decomposition. Particles of biogenic 
silica on the other hand, being non-organic, are better preserved in most environments. 

The high concentrations of microscopic charcoal in the samples reflect local anthropogenic 
fires. The significant values of spores of bracken and hornworts (disturbance indicators), 
coincident with very low values or absence of pollen of forest taxa indicate a high degree of 
local forest disturbance, with associated regolith disturbance. Hornworts, tiny inconspicuous 
plants, colonise freshly exposed soils. Bracken fern and Cyathea tree ferns would have 
comprised a major part of the local vegetation. Note however that the high proportions of 
spores of these two taxa are almost certainly in part a result of differential pollen preservation 
whereby fern spores are over-represented in porous soils due to better resistance to degrading 
fungi and bacteria. Despite evidence for wetting and drying, the high value of spores of 
Schizosporus (a filamentous zygnematacean alga) in sample F28 suggests moist conditions 
(Grenfell 1995). The absence of European-introduced pollen types almost certainly indicates 
prehistoric times, although again, differential preservation may be a factor. 

The phytolith assemblages (high tree values) appear at odds with those of the pollen (low tree 
values). This is in large part because trees are over-represented in North Island phytolith 
spectra. Because of the long history of predominant forest cover in New Zealand, and the 
relatively recent arrival of people, the pre-human forest cover is largely reflected in the 
phytoliths found in anthropogenic deposits (Kondo et al. 1994). Spherical spinulose 
phytoliths are exclusively from nikau (Rhopalostylis) tree palm. Spherical verrucose phytoliths 
are common in (but not restricted to) Fuscopsora (southern beech spp. other than silver 
beech), and rewarewa. Spherical smooth phytoliths are found in southern beech, kamahi 
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(Weinmannia), tawa (Bielschmeidia), pohutukawa and rata (Metrosideros), black tree fern 
(Cyathea) and wire rush (Empodisma). Little is yet known about the range of plants that give 
rise to the spherical nodular type. The very low values of fern phytoliths despite high bracken 
and Cyathea spore values strongly suggests that ferns are under-represented in phytolith 
spectra, although many of these spores may have been wind-transported to the site and unlike 
the fern phytoliths, not necessarily be from local plants. Chionchloid grass phytoliths, noted 
in relative abundance in sample F33, are from some of the Arundinoideae, notablty 
Chionochloa (tussocks) and Cortaderia (toetoe). Festucoid phytoliths are from the Pooideae 
(e.g., Poa and Festuca). 

Absence of significant starch residues from the samples suggests that they are not from areas 
that were used for cultivation, preparation or storage of starchy foods. I do not think this 
absence is necessarily a result of poor preservation; in my experience starch residues are often 
well preserved in deposits in which other plant microfossils such as pollen are highly 
degraded. 
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Appendix C: Charcoal analysis 

Rod Wallace, Anthropology Department, University of Auckland 

[1] U14/3218 Feature 32 
Mahoe (Melictys ramiflorus)   8 
Fivefinger (Pseudopanax arboreus)  1 
Rewarewa (Knigtia excelsa)   6 
Kohekohe (Dysoxylum spectabile)  2 
Matai (Pruimnopitys taxifolia)  3 
 Mahoe and fivefinger were selected to form a 14C dating sample of 8.6 grams 

[2] U14/3235 Feature 28 
Hebe sp.     10 
Mahoe (Melictys ramiflorus)   8 
Shrub sp.     2 
Pukatea (Laurelia novaezelandiae)  3 
Hinau (Eleocarpus dentatus)   1 
Tarairi (Beilschmiedia tarairi)   1 

[3] U14/3235 Feature 61 
Hebe sp.     1 
Puriri (Vitex lucens)    5 
Matai (Pruimnopitys taxifolia)  5 
Totara (Podocarpus totara)   5 
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Appendix D: Radiocarbon dates 
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Result is                                                       as per Stuiver and Polach, 1977, Radiocarbon 19, 355-363.  This is based on the Libby
half-life of 5568 yr with correction for isotopic fractionation applied.  This age is normally quoted in publications and must
include the appropriate error term and Wk number.

Quoted errors are 1 standard deviation due to counting statistics multiplied by an experimentally determined Laboratory Error
Multiplier of                .

The isotopic fractionation,          , is expressed as ‰ wrt PDB.

Results are reported as                  when the conventional age is younger than 200 yr BP. % Modern
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Result is                                                       as per Stuiver and Polach, 1977, Radiocarbon 19, 355-363.  This is based on the Libby
half-life of 5568 yr with correction for isotopic fractionation applied.  This age is normally quoted in publications and must
include the appropriate error term and Wk number.

Quoted errors are 1 standard deviation due to counting statistics multiplied by an experimentally determined Laboratory Error
Multiplier of                .

The isotopic fractionation,          , is expressed as ‰ wrt PDB.

Results are reported as                  when the conventional age is younger than 200 yr BP. % Modern

Conventional Age or % Modern

δ C1 3

•

•

•

•

16947

U14/3218 F21

Pipi
Surfaces cleaned. Washed in an ultrasonic bath.  Tested for recrystallization:
aragonite.

Sample acid washed using 2 M dil. HCl for 300 seconds, rinsed and dried.

-42.1 3.7
1.5 0.2

-92.9 3.6
90.7 0.4

783 ± 31 BP
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M Campbell

The University of Waikato
Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory

Private Bag 3105
Hamilton,
New Zealand.
Fax  +64 7 838 4192
Ph   +64 7 838 4278
email c14@waikato.ac.nz
Head: Dr Alan Hogg
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 Marine data from Hughen et al (2004);Delta_R -7±11;OxCal v3.10 Bronk Ramsey (2005); cub r:5 sd:12 prob usp[chron]
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Wk16947 : 783±31BP
  68.2% probability
    1470AD (68.2%) 1545AD
  95.4% probability
    1450AD (95.4%) 1630AD



Result is                                                       as per Stuiver and Polach, 1977, Radiocarbon 19, 355-363.  This is based on the Libby
half-life of 5568 yr with correction for isotopic fractionation applied.  This age is normally quoted in publications and must
include the appropriate error term and Wk number.

Quoted errors are 1 standard deviation due to counting statistics multiplied by an experimentally determined Laboratory Error
Multiplier of                .

The isotopic fractionation,          , is expressed as ‰ wrt PDB.

Results are reported as                  when the conventional age is younger than 200 yr BP. % Modern

Conventional Age or % Modern

δ C1 3

•

•

•

•

16948

U14/3218 F25

Pipi
Surfaces cleaned. Washed in an ultrasonic bath.  Tested for recrystallization:
aragonite.

Sample acid washed using 2 M dil. HCl for 300 seconds, rinsed and dried.

-45.9 3.7
0.8 0.2

-95.1 3.6
90.5 0.4

802 ± 32 BP
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The University of Waikato
Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory

Private Bag 3105
Hamilton,
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Fax  +64 7 838 4192
Ph   +64 7 838 4278
email c14@waikato.ac.nz
Head: Dr Alan Hogg
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 Marine data from Hughen et al (2004);Delta_R -7±11;OxCal v3.10 Bronk Ramsey (2005); cub r:5 sd:12 prob usp[chron]
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Wk16948 : 802±32BP

  68.2% probability
    1460AD (68.2%) 1525AD
  95.4% probability
    1440AD (95.4%) 1620AD



Result is                                                       as per Stuiver and Polach, 1977, Radiocarbon 19, 355-363.  This is based on the Libby
half-life of 5568 yr with correction for isotopic fractionation applied.  This age is normally quoted in publications and must
include the appropriate error term and Wk number.

Quoted errors are 1 standard deviation due to counting statistics multiplied by an experimentally determined Laboratory Error
Multiplier of                .

The isotopic fractionation,          , is expressed as ‰ wrt PDB.

Results are reported as                  when the conventional age is younger than 200 yr BP. % Modern

Conventional Age or % Modern

δ C1 3

•

•

•

•

16949

U14/3218 F38 Sp2

Pipi
Surfaces cleaned. Washed in an ultrasonic bath.  Tested for recrystallization:
aragonite.

Sample acid washed using 2 M dil. HCl for 300 seconds, rinsed and dried.

-39.5 3.7
1.6 0.2

-90.6 3.5
90.9 0.4

763 ± 31 BP
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The University of Waikato
Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory

Private Bag 3105
Hamilton,
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Fax  +64 7 838 4192
Ph   +64 7 838 4278
email c14@waikato.ac.nz
Head: Dr Alan Hogg
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 Marine data from Hughen et al (2004);Delta_R -7±11;OxCal v3.10 Bronk Ramsey (2005); cub r:5 sd:12 prob usp[chron]
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Wk16949 : 763±31BP

  68.2% probability
    1480AD (68.2%) 1575AD
  95.4% probability
    1460AD (95.4%) 1640AD



Result is                                                       as per Stuiver and Polach, 1977, Radiocarbon 19, 355-363.  This is based on the Libby
half-life of 5568 yr with correction for isotopic fractionation applied.  This age is normally quoted in publications and must
include the appropriate error term and Wk number.

Quoted errors are 1 standard deviation due to counting statistics multiplied by an experimentally determined Laboratory Error
Multiplier of                .

The isotopic fractionation,          , is expressed as ‰ wrt PDB.

Results are reported as                  when the conventional age is younger than 200 yr BP. % Modern

Conventional Age or % Modern

δ C1 3

•

•

•

•

16950

U14/3218 F1

Pipi
Surfaces cleaned. Washed in an ultrasonic bath.  Tested for recrystallization:
aragonite.

Sample acid washed using 2 M dil. HCl for 300 seconds, rinsed and dried.

-44.6 3.7
1.2 0.2

-94.6 3.5
90.5 0.4

799 ± 31 BP
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The University of Waikato
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Private Bag 3105
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Fax  +64 7 838 4192
Ph   +64 7 838 4278
email c14@waikato.ac.nz
Head: Dr Alan Hogg
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 Marine data from Hughen et al (2004);Delta_R -7±11;OxCal v3.10 Bronk Ramsey (2005); cub r:5 sd:12 prob usp[chron]
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Wk16950 : 799±31BP

  68.2% probability
    1460AD (68.2%) 1530AD
  95.4% probability
    1440AD (95.4%) 1620AD



Result is                                                       as per Stuiver and Polach, 1977, Radiocarbon 19, 355-363.  This is based on the Libby
half-life of 5568 yr with correction for isotopic fractionation applied.  This age is normally quoted in publications and must
include the appropriate error term and Wk number.

Quoted errors are 1 standard deviation due to counting statistics multiplied by an experimentally determined Laboratory Error
Multiplier of                .

The isotopic fractionation,          , is expressed as ‰ wrt PDB.

Results are reported as                  when the conventional age is younger than 200 yr BP. % Modern

Conventional Age or % Modern

δ C1 3
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16951

U14/3235 F61

Cockle
Surfaces cleaned. Washed in an ultrasonic bath.  Tested for recrystallization:
aragonite.

Sample acid washed using 2 M dil. HCl for 300 seconds, rinsed and dried.

-39.0 3.7
0.8 0.2

-88.6 3.6
91.1 0.4

745 ± 31 BP
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 Marine data from Hughen et al (2004);Delta_R -7±11;OxCal v3.10 Bronk Ramsey (2005); cub r:5 sd:12 prob usp[chron]
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Wk16951 : 745±31BP
  68.2% probability
    1500AD (68.2%) 1620AD
  95.4% probability
    1480AD (95.4%) 1650AD



Result is                                                       as per Stuiver and Polach, 1977, Radiocarbon 19, 355-363.  This is based on the Libby
half-life of 5568 yr with correction for isotopic fractionation applied.  This age is normally quoted in publications and must
include the appropriate error term and Wk number.

Quoted errors are 1 standard deviation due to counting statistics multiplied by an experimentally determined Laboratory Error
Multiplier of                .

The isotopic fractionation,          , is expressed as ‰ wrt PDB.

Results are reported as                  when the conventional age is younger than 200 yr BP. % Modern

Conventional Age or % Modern
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16952

U14/3218 F32

Young lived species
Possible contaminants were removed.  Washed in ultrasonic bath.

Sample washed in hot 10% HCl, rinsed and treated with hot 0.5% NaOH. The
NaOH insoluble fraction was treated with hot 10% HCl, filtered, rinsed and dried.
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-30.1 0.2
-54.1 3.8
94.6 0.4

447 ± 32 BP
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 Southern Hemisphere Atmospheric data from McCormac et al (2004);OxCal v3.10 Bronk Ramsey (2005); cub r:5 sd:12 prob usp[chron]
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Wk16952 : 447±32BP

  68.2% probability
    1445AD (68.2%) 1500AD
  95.4% probability
    1430AD (78.7%) 1510AD
    1570AD (16.7%) 1630AD
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